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The rise of hybrid eventing
• Virtual meetups. Most of us have used Skype, Google
Hangouts or Zoom.
• Virtual trade shows. Not limited by geographical
location, these virtual events facilitate direct interactions
between exhibitors and attendees with interactive
features, such as live chat and Q&A sessions.
TIPS to host a successful virtual or hybrid event:
- Create excitement ahead of the event.
- Make sure the topic is relevant to your audience.
- Interact with the audience during the event.
- Make use of technological advancements such as
augmented reality.
- Make it memorable and ensure post-event interactions,
additional input and feedback.
Event organisers have embraced digital eventing, and
in some instances, these have actually attracted greater
visitor numbers, while living up to the promise of a
memorable experience, no matter where delegates were
in the world. The benefits of virtual or hybrid events
cannot be ignored, both now and in the future. Hybrid
events, a concept seeing increased popularity as a result
of the easing of lockdown regulations, combines live
in-person events with virtual online elements.
According to Congrex Switzerland’s Disruption In The
Business Events Industry: Rising To The Challenges Of
Covid-19 white paper, benefits of investing in online
events include:
• Reduced costs. Not needing a venue or catering all
ows for greater profitability.
• Increased attendance. Attending remotely negates
the need for travel, with visitors able to opt-in from
anywhere with a connection.
• Greater measurability. The technology used can
provide data which organisers can use to measure the
event’s success in real time.
• Easy transition. Adapting to virtual eventing is easier
than it seems. Most people have already attended events
such as webinars and online training courses.
There are countless options in the virtual world:
• Online training/workshops. One of the more popular
online formats where trainers can interact with all
attendees or individually.
• Virtual summits/ conferences. Best suited to small
groups, this format allows for multiple speakers,
break-out sessions and the opportunity for speakers
and attendees to have direct interaction.
• Webinars. A virtual seminar, webinars are best suited
to presenting to a large audience.
6 YOUR BUSINESS | August-September

Think outside of the box and stand out from the crowd,
for example, run a live competition during your event to
keep the audience continuously glued to the screen.
• Know your brand and audience.
Knowing your brand and audience is crucial to effectively
engaging your target audience, and will give you insights
into what platform will be most effective, the time of day
to host your event and a host of other insights.
• Be creative.
Organisers must think creatively to keep events relevant
and engaging while continuing to build brand trust. This
could mean using hybrid solutions such as having actual
guests participate in the virtual experience.
• Test before you go.
Technology has let us all down at some point. It’s
important to test all technological aspects such as
bandwidth speed, pre-record what you can, and do a few
dry runs to make sure everything runs as it should.
• Plan, plan and plan again.
Failing to plan is planning to fail. Make sure you have
accounted for every last detail and take into account every
possible scenario and have a plan for it.
The possibilities are endless, and the popularity of virtual
and hybrid eventing is likely to grow exponentially postpandemic. Experiment with advancements such as virtual
reality. Use technology to come up with exciting concepts
that keep your audience engaged and enthralled like never
before.

Kim Taylor is Head
of Collide, a Creative
Business Unit of Eclipse
Communications
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3@1 Business Centres set to
grow their footprint internationally
3@1 Franchising, the one-stop
retail solution for essential printing,
courier, photographic and business
service needs, is excited to announce
that they are now expanding abroad,
granting master territory franchises
to operate their successful concept
throughout Europe, United Kingdom
and the rest of the world.
“Our established brand, since 1999,
currently has more than 90 stores
in 5 countries. We see international
expansion as one of the next major
opportunities for growth” says
founder and CEO Chris Dunn. “My
vision has always been for the 3@1
Business Centre Franchise brand to

expand worldwide. Our successful
tried-and-tested business model can
be adapted to any local condition,
and a master franchisee has the
exclusive rights to an area to either
sub-franchise or open multiple
stores within the region.
This proven business concept offers
an excellent investment opportunity
with a healthy rate of return. It’s
an opportunity to evolve alongside
our expanding retail franchise
brand and meet the ever-changing
communication and technology
needs of consumers and businesses
all over the world today”, says Dunn.

Entrepreneurial businessmen and
women looking to own and operate
under a master franchise licence
abroad, should be motivated, enjoy
interacting and building relationships
with franchisees and have a passion
for helping young businesses
succeed.
Interested applicants can visit
www.3at1.com to find out more.
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TRAVEL ALLOWANCES:
You may owe SARS money next year if you receive a travel allowance
and aren't travelling for business because of COVID-19.
Most employees have travelled less for business this
year than they would in the pre-COVID19 world.
In cases where they travelled less, and still received
a travel allowance as a fixed monthly cash payment,
they may face tax implications when they submit their
personal income tax return for the 2020/1 tax year.

Taxation of a travel allowance on the payroll
PAYE (Pay-As-You-Earn) must be withheld from 80%
of a travel allowance, unless the employer is satisfied
that the employee will use the vehicle at least 80% for
business travel, in which case, PAYE on 20% of the travel
allowance must be withheld. If you receive a monthly
travel allowance of R1 000, tax should be calculated on
either R800 or on R200, depending on how often you
travel for business.

Personal income tax assessment
When you submit your personal income tax return, you
may claim a deduction against the allowance based
on actual expenditure per kilometre, or the deemed or
prescribed rate per kilometre determined by the Minister
of Finance. The deemed rate is determined by a scale
based on the value of the vehicle. The prescribed rate is
a simplified, per kilometre rate (currently R3.98) which
you may use if you received no other compensation for
business travel.
The amount which will be included in the taxable
income of the employee on assessment is: Travel
allowance – (business kilometres travelled × expenditure
per kilometre). The expenditure is either the actual
cost, deemed rate or the prescribed rate per kilometre.
Examples of actual expenditure includes wear-and-tear,
lease payments, fuel, oil, repairs and maintenance, car
licence, insurance and finance charges, some subject to
certain limits.

An example of how your tax picture might
change
Imagine your travel allowance is based on a typical
mileage of 20 000 business kilometres for a year and
you only travelled 10 000 business kilometres this year
due to the pandemic. Your excess travel allowance as a
result of reduced business kilometres should be included
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in your taxable income for the tax year (March 2020 and
February 2021).
If you received a travel allowance of R3 000 per month
and your employer deducted PAYE on 20% of the
amount each month, tax on 80% of the remaining
allowance must be paid on assessment if no business
travel took place. To eliminate any unpleasant surprises
on assessment of your tax return, you can do the
following:
• If you are an employer: Review and discuss the
taxability of the travel allowance with affected
employees. You may have to adjust the PAYE
withholding from 20% to 80%.
• If you are an employee: Review your travel allowance
amount together with your employer. You may have to
consider a reduced travel allowance for the remainder
of the tax year. Alternatively, you can request that your
employer withholds additional PAYE each month. This
will ensure that you won’t have to pay in a substantial
amount on assessment. Seek the advice of a tax
practitioner if you are not sure of the tax implications.

Yolandi Esterhuizen is a
registered tax practitioner
& Compliance Manager,
Sage Africa & Middle East.

Trust Company
service providers
and their FIC Act
obligations
Entities or persons that administer trust property as a regular feature of their
business are required to register with the Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC) as
accountable institutions.
These entities may include a board of executors, a trust
company or any other person who, as a regular feature
of his or her business, invests, keeps in safe custody,
controls or administers trust property within the meaning
of the Trust Property Control Act, 1998 (Act 57 of
1988) (Trust Act). However, a person who occasionally
administers a trust or does so in his or her personal
capacity should not register as an accountable institution.

The accountable institution has an obligation to
determine whether its client is a domestic prominent
influential person or a foreign prominent public official,
as this may impact the level of risk of money laundering
and/or terrorist financing when dealing with such clients.
Refer to schedule 3A and 3B to the FIC Act, for a list
of domestic prominent influential person and foreign
prominent public official respectively.

The Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 2001 (Act 38 of
2001) (FIC Act) requires accountable institutions to fulfil
compliance obligations which assist in identifying the
proceeds of crime and combating money laundering
and terrorist financing. Among these obligations are
customer due diligence, record-keeping, establishing a
compliance function , developing and implementing a
risk management and compliance programme (RMCP),
training employees on FIC Act compliance and their
RMCP and registering with and submitting various
reports to the FIC. Collectively, these measures are
geared to assist in maintaining the integrity of South
Africa’s financial system.

Client information must be scrutinised to ensure that the
accountable institution is not dealing with any person
that is listed on the targeted financial sanctions lists as
envisaged in the South African sanctions regime.

A lack of adequate anti-money laundering and
combatting the financing of terrorism controls leaves
accountable institutions vulnerable. Trust company
service providers are often abused by criminals who
seek to establish legal entities with the sole purpose of
using that legal entity as a vehicle to launder illicit funds.
It is therefore vital that trust company service providers
remain compliant with their FIC Act obligations and
remains vigilant to the risk of money laundering and
terrorist financing.
Trust company services providers must understand the
nature of their client’s business, the ‘warm body’ behind
ownership of the client’s business, their source of funds
and the reasons for the client seeking the accountable
institution’s services.

Where the accountable institution identifies any
suspicious and unusual transactions or activity, it must
report that transaction and/or activity to the FIC.
This report is referred to as a suspicious and unusual
transaction report in terms of section 29 of the FIC Act.
There are, however, other types of reports which must be
reported to the FIC as well, which includes cash threshold
reports, and terrorist property reports.
The FIC assesses, analyses and interprets the information
it receives from accountable and reporting institutions,
with a view to preparing financial intelligence reports. In
turn, the financial intelligence reports are disseminated to
investigative authorities, law enforcement agencies, and
other competent authorities for their investigations and
applications for asset forfeiture.
The FIC publishes guidance notes and public compliance
communications that provides guidance to trust company
service providers on how to comply
with the FIC Act requirements.
Refer to the FIC website at
www.fic.gov.za for the latest
publications of guidance notes and
public compliance communications.
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Business travel
What to expect and how to prepare

What happens when restrictions are eased and people
head back to the office which, for road warriors, means
taking to the skies? How will business travel change?
How will airlines adjust? And how can travel managers
prepare for what’s to come?
Although no one has a crystal ball, or have all the
answers, here’s what our experts are predicting:

Higher prices and fewer options
“In the short term, you’re going to see leaner staffing
from airlines and hotels as they try to conserve cash
and identify exactly when their travellers are coming
back. They’ve already cut capacity—parking planes and
accelerating the retirement of aircraft,” says Angelique
Montalto, Regional Director for SAP Concur. “So, even
when travel opens up, you’ll see a lot of the non-stop
flights going away, which means business travellers will
spend more time at the airport, waiting for connecting
flights—particularly if they’re going to smaller markets.”
To adhere to social distancing guidelines, these flights
will likely have fewer passengers, leaving the middle
seat open. This not only means that seat availability will
be limited, but is likely to increase the price of airfare.
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Decreased international travel
Even when domestic air travel begins to rise, Montalto
expects international travel for business to become
more of a rarity. Not only is it expensive, but now
companies must consider the medical capacities of the
country, as well as the fact that the traveller could be
quarantined after returning home. Organisations must
weigh whether the trip is worth the risk of potentially
side-lining a key employee for 14 days.

Increased car travel and car rentals
While air travel decreases, at least for the short term,
car travel and car rentals are likely to increase. “If
the destination is drivable, I think people will start
doing that, both because flight capacity is down and
they don’t want to be in crowded environments,” she
predicts.
Montalto also expects a large swath of business
travellers who were using ridesharing services before
the pandemic will go back to renting a car. “If I rent my
own car, I have control over its cleanliness, and I also
know that I’m the only one who’s been in that car for

DUTY OF CARE
those 24 or 48 hours, as opposed to
getting into a lot of different vehicles
through the course of a trip,” she
says.

Increased focus on duty
of care
For every travel manager and
every company, the pandemic has
underscored the need for traveller
visibility and Duty of Care. “As things
open up, I believe companies will be
hyper-focused on the safety of their
travellers, and making sure they have
a means of knowing exactly where
their employees are, whether they
booked through an agency, a tool
or decided to book on their own,”
Montalto said.
Organisations will seek out a
solution to give them this world
view of traveller location, and a
way to communicate with them,
if they don’t have a mechanism in
place already. What should travel
managers be doing right now? While
we’re in this “wait and see” period,
travel managers should take steps to
prepare for the inevitable changes
ahead. In times where budgets and
staff are lean, you should assess your
entire end-to-end process to look for
areas for improvement and solutions.
Although no one knows exactly what
will happen next, by using this time
to reassess your policies, procedures,
agreements, and most importantly,
your plan for keeping your travellers
safe, your organisation will be ready
for whatever the new normal of
travel looks like.

Angelique
Montalto, Regional
Director for SAP
Concur

Duty of care refers to a company’s
moral and legal responsibility to care
for the wellbeing of its employees
during the course of business. In
South Africa, duty of care obligations
are guided by the statutory
requirements of the Occupational
Health and Safety Act. In terms of
the act, the CEO of every employer
is liable for contraventions and can be fined or criminally convicted if found
negligent. “Organisations owe it to their employees to keep them safe either
while working remotely or travelling on official company business,” says
Montalto. She believes there are four things companies need to bear in mind to
live up to their duty of care obligations, namely:

1. You need to know where your teams are during a crisis

In one study, 77% of finance leaders said they were not confident they could
quickly and accurately pinpoint employees during an emergency. This exposes
employees and the employer to significant risk, especially during the types of
global crises we’re experiencing in 2020. Companies need to take all reasonable
steps to find travelling employees and track their progress home until they are
brought to safety.

2. You need to be able to communicate with teams

Companies often fail at communicating with employees that are affected by
a crisis. Organisations need a reliable, secure way to directly and instantly
communicate with remote employees to warn them of potential risks, guide
them through the crisis and ensure they can get to safety quickly and with
as few issues as possible. It is simply not enough to send a static informative
message, but rather to elevate your duty of care platform to enable bidirectional communication for real-time coverage and protection.

3. Employees notice when companies fall short

Alarmingly, one study found that 41% of employees that were near a natural
disaster said they were never contacted by their company at all. Aside from
possibly contravening their own duty of care obligations and opening the
company up to legal issues, the experience for the employee is unlikely to lead
to greater loyalty or productivity. Considering the importance of employee
experience to talent retention and productivity, such companies may suffer
reputational damage.

4. There are tools

There are powerful tools available for capturing and accessing real-time
employee location data and communicating directly and securely. For example,
SAP Concur, that enables companies to reliably communicate with employees
regardless of the situation, and gives employers a single tool to monitor
employee location and gain intelligence on country-specific travel disruptions
or risks. Companies can also mitigate risks associated with business travel by
conducting assessments and providing alerts pre-trip, during a journey and after.
YOUR BUSINESS | August-September 2020
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Keep your virtual meetings
effective and productive
Meetings are hosted for different reasons – to influence
others, make decisions, solve problems or strengthen
relationships. But, for it to be effective and a good use
of everyone’s time and skills, voluntary engagement is a
must!
The main reason that many a virtual meeting is
ineffective is because there is little to no accountability
for engagement. “We are just not communicating as well
as we did face-to-face. People need to pay attention in
meetings and a passive attendee does not come across
in the best light, which as employees we all need to be
doing now more than ever in this difficult economic
environment,” says Helene Vermaak, Business Director
at corporate cultural experts The Human Edge.
“Successful meetings require attendees to actively
participate and engage, and it is the role of team leaders
to equip them with the ability to feel comfortable
expressing themselves on these platforms.” Vermaak
provides five tips for virtual meetings:
60-SECOND RULE:
1THE
If the purpose of the meeting is to solve a problem,

ensure that you start off by ensuring that all the
attendees understand and appreciate the problem or
opportunity that is to be discussed. A good idea is to use
the first 60 seconds to help them experience it – sharing
shocking or provoking statistics, anecdotes, or analogies
that dramatise the problem, but grabs the attendee’s
attention and interest.

2

THE RESPONSIBILITY RULE:
Early on in the meeting create an experience
of shared responsibility. This is done by creating
opportunities for attendees to take meaningful
responsibility. Many will decide, even before they
join the meeting, to take on the role of an observer –
planning to do something else while still “attending” the
meeting – this will no doubt affect engagement.

3

THE NOWHERE-TO-HIDE RULE: If everyone is
responsible, then no one feels responsible. The best
way to avoid this is to give individuals tasks that they
actively engage in, giving them nowhere to hide. If need
be, assign people to groups (a maximum of two or three)
and provide them with the medium that they should use
to communicate with one another – Zoom, WhatsApp,
12 YOUR BUSINESS | August-September 2020

MS Teams, etc). If your virtual meeting platform allows
for breakout groups, use these liberally with a limited
timeframe.
MVP RULE: Determine the Minimum Viable
4 THE
PowerPoint (MVP) deck that you need – remember
your goal is engagement! The least amount of data you
need to inform your group should be presented, and mix
facts with stories to maintain interest and participation.
Presenting a multitude of slides will definitely lead to
disengagement.
FIVE-MINUTE RULE:
5 THE
Attendees are all in different locations, with
different distractions. Help ensure they stay engaged
and do not become an observer by talking or presenting
for no longer than five minutes before asking the group
to solve a problem or for their specific input, before
continuing again. This will set a tone of meaningful
involvement and demonstrate that engagement will be
required.
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A (CX) lesson
in customer
advocacy
Brands that can up their online
game have the opportunity to
gain powerful brand ambassadors.
The 2020 South African Digital Customer Experience
(CX) report was published in July, undertaken by digitallydriven agency, Rogerwilco, market research company,
ovatoyou and certified customer experience professional,
Julia Ahlfeldt.

The inference is clear, says Charlie Stewart from
Rogerwilco: “Delight your customer, and your customer
will delight you. Disappoint your customer and risk
permanently damaging your brand.”

The key findings of the report provides valuable insights
about South Africans’ online behaviour, and where
brands are falling short. CX and marketing experts have
provided additional commentary and actionable advice
for ecommerce brands and SMEs looking to pivot, outdo
the competition and grow their online businesses.

• Consumers wield considerable power as potential
brand advocates. To earn that advocacy, businesses must
deliver good customer experiences.

THE ADVOCACY OPPORTUNITY
Strikingly, the study shows that when consumers have
a positive encounter with a brand, they will become
powerful brand advocates. 75% of respondents stated
that they would share news of their positive experience
with friends and family, and 43% said they would post
about their experience on social media (up from 37%
last year).
Whilst a good experience is likely to elicit an action, so
is a bad one, and the brand damaging effects can be
profound. More than half the audience acknowledged
that they had received poor online service from a brand,
with 56% stating that they would share their negative
news with friends and family. A third (32%) would post
about it on social media and 39% said they would never
use the brand again.
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Key insights

• Loyal customers deliver value to the business’
bottom line, but with that in mind, marketers may not
be investing their time, energy and money in the right
places. Too much focus on acquisition, followed by a
fraught experience, will not create advocacy. It will do
just the opposite.
Actionable outcomes
• Understand your customer’s journey. Measure, monitor
and manage this to ensure you are delivering on your
promise, especially after the customer acquisition.
• Regularly monitor customer satisfaction metrics to
better understand your customers’ sentiment towards
your brand.
• Review your loyalty and reward programmes - today’s
consumer is more inclined to be loyal to a brand that
shares its values and delivers relevant, personalised
communications than one that simply hands out rewards.
• Encourage customers to rate your service/offer and
make it easy for them to share news of their experience
with you.

• Reduce your dependency on third-party data and
develop a single view of the customer through the
deployment of technology like a customer data platform.

QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE MORE
IMPORTANT THAN PRICE
Warren Buffet made famous the adage that “Price is
what you pay. Value is what you get.” And it appears that
South African consumers agree with his sentiment by
making it extremely clear that poor experiences erode
online’s primary benefit - that of convenience.
Of those who had abandoned an online purchase,
60% claimed to have switched to a rival retailer’s website,
because it made it easier for them to buy the product
they wanted, even if it was more expensive than their first
choice e-tailer. Interestingly, household income had no
bearing on this, with lower earners just as likely to place
a premium on the quality of experience as their wealthier
counterparts.
Key insights
• It’s easy to switch - consumers are more loyal to
experiences than they are to brands.
• Switching can be as easy as tapping the screen of a
phone.
• Retailers can charge more if they deliver consistently
good online experiences.
• Sites providing a poor experience erode the key benefit
of convenience.
• Making small improvements to CX improves checkout
rates, bolstering profits.

Payment provider, Peach Payments, also reported a 400%
increase in new merchant acquisition in March and April,
with the vast majority of new customers being SMEs
who pivoted their business models to launch ecommerce
plays.
Key insights
• Uncertainty creates opportunity - Covid-19 has pushed
more South Africans online, exposing brands to new
audiences and reaffirming the importance of delivering
great online experiences.
• Some categories have won, perhaps in spite of
themselves. Grocers saw significant demand, but
feedback suggests they may have left money on the table
and may not hold onto their new online customer base
unless they address fundamental CX issues.
• The agility and customer-centricity demonstrated by
many of the new entrants shows brands that their online
competition is often very different from their traditional
rivals.
• Brands need to ensure all parts of the experience, from
browsing to fulfilment - are consistently strong.
Actionable outcomes
• Understand the needs and map the journeys of new
‘digital converts’. Design journeys that will help retain
these customers in the months and years to come, even
as social distancing eases.
• Ensure inventory management systems are aligned to
highlight out of stocks automatically.

Actionable outcomes

• Segment databases to identify new customers and
monitor their activity in the coming months - consider
special offers to encourage continued engagement.

• Work on the friction points that break digital
experiences and make them less convenient or appealing
- site speed, product/ service descriptions.

THE CO-EXISTENCE OF DIGITAL
AND PHYSICAL

• Dig into your analytics data and run experiments across
audience groups to identify behavioural differences/
triggers.

COVID-19 CATALYSES ONLINE BEHAVIOUR
With the survey conducted during the Covid-19
pandemic, the report also draws out interesting
behavioural changes. There is no doubt that ecommerce
has received a shot in the arm with large numbers of
consumers making online purchases for the first time.
61% of respondents cited social distancing as a driver for
going online. This indicates that these consumers were
likely to increase their online engagement or ecommerce
spending in the future.

Almost two-thirds of respondents (63%) gather
information online, but prefer to transact in a physical
brick and mortar environment. This is the rise of the
‘selfsold’ customer; i.e an individual who has spent
significant time online comparing products, reviews and
prices, and then walks into a store and is ready to buy.
To cater to the self-sold customer’s needs, organisations
must stop thinking about customer journeys in terms of
operational silos, as it is evident that customers have a
multi-channel path to purchase.
Key insights
• The internet will not replace the physical shopping
experience - instead, the two will work in tandem.
YOUR BUSINESS | August-September 2020
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• Online is an important channel for product awareness
and discovery, as well as preparation for purchase.

• Supply chain management is difficult when necessary
infrastructure has not been geared for it.

• Self-sold customers should be cultivated.

• Outsourcing deliveries will likely be the best solution
for small businesses for the time being, but delivery
alternatives based on international best practice may
improve customer experience.

Actionable outcomes
• Regularly refresh your product and service descriptions,
ensuring they are authentic and accurately represent
what’s on sale.
• Fix website and app speed issues.
• Focus more effort and resources on the experience
after purchase to keep the customers that you have
acquired.
• Understand and manage how your organisation
supports its digital offering through the entire journey
or risk losing out to competitors and/or damaging your
brand.

THE DELIVERY PROBLEM
Logistics is one of the primary causes of consumer
disappointment, with a combination of high delivery fees
(cited by 63% of respondents), items being damaged in
transit, and delivery taking too long (34%) impairing the
customer experience.
Julia Ahlfedt reminds us that the digital customer
experience doesn’t end at checkout. “This merely marks
the start of a new chapter in the same journey, where
delivery is a key moment of truth. When the delivery
goes wrong, a consumer’s faith in the entire online
experience might falter.”
Key insights
• Product delivery is a ‘moment of truth’ for customers;
a third-party may control it, but it reflects on the retailer’s
brand.

• Customers take late delivery very seriously and losing
them could not only cost you revenue but also damage
your brand.
Actionable outcomes
• Seek ongoing feedback as to how your customers’
experience of your delivery service matches their
expectations of what delivery should look like - it’s your
moment of truth.
• Change your delivery model completely or change your
logistics company.
• For outsourced logistics, work with delivery partners as
an extension of your brand’s digital experience.

COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN
Poor communication during the shopping process was
an obstacle for 47% of those surveyed, with many noting
that there was no-one to turn to for help if they were
struggling with their online experience. Customers want
clear visibility during the shopping process.
Brands have to up their communications, says
Rogerwilco’s Stewart. “The current state of affairs is akin
to running the first 42km of a marathon and giving up in
the final 200m.”
Key insights
• Consumers expect better communication from online
businesses.
• When consumers need assistance, they want it
available quickly, through their channel of choice.
• The problem extends beyond help desk support and is
reflected in the information on the product and logistics
information.
• Poor communication leads to poor customer
experience, which leads to lost customers.
Actionable outcomes
• Assess the root cause of inbound customer queries.
Can the underlying issue be addressed to avoid
unnecessary hassles and communication?
• Evaluate your current communication standards;
is there a strategy in place to align them with your
customers’ expectations?
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• Be prepared to support quick and effective
communication through various channels on and offline
• Do your agents work off a script? Are there
communication guidelines? Do you need to implement
voice analytics or call recording to maintain quality?

PUTTING THE CUSTOMER FIRST
Several factors hold the online experience back - almost
half of our respondents (47%) chose to abandon their carts
due to lack of online help. In comparison, 44% walked away
because the site was too slow, and 31% switched to a rival
site because there was not enough product information.
Do these numbers reflect a lack of a customer-centric
business model that empowers self-service which is, after
all, why most people go online in the first place?
“Absolutely,” says ovatoyou’s Amanda Reekie “Many of the
issues that stood in the way of a great experience related
to the way the offering had been designed. No amount
of online finesse and functionality can hide weaknesses
and a lack of customer-centricity at the heart of an offer.
Customers have to be at the core of the design of a
business from the start and this means including them
in testing both business concepts and the end-to-end
experience itself.”
Key insights
• Locally, customer-first culture is not a prevalent approach
to customer retention, despite being one of the key
strategies for customer retention.
• Customers know when they’re not being prioritised and
will go elsewhere.
Actionable outcomes
• Align your business goals and your CX goals, drive CX
strategy from the top.
• Develop customer personas to understand who your
customers are.
• Identify their needs and priorities.
• Map user journeys and determine failure points.
• Build a road map to a more customer-centric business
model.

Key insights
• Payments can be a significant hurdle in the
customer’s path to purchase, and a major source of cart
abandonment (lost revenue) for online brands.
• The reliability of payment solutions was a major pain
point for consumers, as were concerns about security.
• Consumers without credit cards may be left out of
ecommerce until other options are widely adopted.
• The majority of Africa’s ecommerce transactions
happen on mobile devices. Think mobile-first!
Actionable outcomes
• Improvement of current payment options.
• Minimise offsite redirects to payment gateways.
• Work to enhance the mobile payment experience.
• Educate the consumer, with a focus on recognizing
fraudulent ecommerce sites and fostering awareness
about security payment enhancements.

CONCLUSION
So, where does this research leave South African
brands and the digital CX community as they look to
the future? It’s evident that the Covid-19 pandemic
has encouraged greater levels of online engagement
between organisations and their customers - particularly
in the ecommerce space. However, many pain points in
the overall digital experience need to be addressed if
these new-found audiences are to become long lasting
customers.
What is clear is that competition will intensify and
markets will continue to be disrupted. If brands fail to
deliver exceptional customer experiences, they will see
their hard earned customers go elsewhere.
Download the full 2020 South African Digital Customer
Experience Report here.

PAYMENT ISSUES
The study found that the most common reason for
abandoning online purchases was an issue with the
payment process. To encourage more online shopping,
brands must support the user’s choice of payment method
while also recognising where and how they purchase.

Charlie Stewart is CEO of
Rogerwilco, a digitally-driven
marketing and advertising agency.
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Take your business online
in 24 hours
Vectron POS launches Yoordi, setting the standard for online
and mobile ordering solutions.
Business owners in the hospitality and retail space
have to adapt and come up with innovative solutions
to sell their items and products, whilst practicing social
distancing protocols. A proven solution, Yoordi, offered
by Vectron POS, offers just that, by creating digital
menus that allows contactless ordering and payment.
“Our goal and vision is to offer a cost-effective solution
to South African SMEs, and to assist them to maximize
trading in these uncertain and restrictive times. Yoordi’s
easy to implement technology allows for this,” says
Jitesh Nanda, MD of Vectron POS South Africa.
Nanda has been helping the hospitality and retail sector
to be more efficient by providing faster services using

Jitesh Nanda,
MD, Vectron POS
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proven, reliable technologies for more than 21 years.
His e-commerce journey started by building the world’s
best electronic website, as voted by Forbes Global
Magazine in September 1999. His years of experience in
online technologies across various industries eventually
led him to German-developed Vectron POS in 2008.
“I encountered Vectron whilst on holiday in Austria, and
was so impressed by the innovative mobile solutions,
that I just knew that we needed these technologies in
South Africa.
“Now, by incorporating Yoordi with Vectron, we can
offer an almost instant solution to today’s unique
challenges, and also for the future,” says Nanda.

Easy to implement, and adaptable
Yoordi enables you to sell your products online, without the
time and costs required to set up your own e-commerce
capabilities and activating a merchant account. The system
is geared for and can be adapted to any business that sells
food or products. It is a webapp, originally developed in
Switzerland, that won the World Tourism Forum Lucerne
(WTFL) Innovation Award in 2018. Being a webapp means
that clients do not have to download an app on their
phone, or complete a registration.

Solutions for the hospitality sector
How would you feel if your customers could place an order
remotely, and the order prints immediately in your kitchen?
This is easier and more cost-effective than you think.
You as a restaurant, take-away, bar or pub owner that signs
up with Yoordi will have a digital menu created for you.
This menu can be used for online viewing only, or you can
activate it for online ordering for take-aways, for take-away
and delivery, or even for sit-down dining. The restaurant
can receive the order in multiple ways; either by it being
printed automatically at the kitchen printer, or by viewing
on a tablet (like other solutions), or by integrating it into the
Vectron POS to get the most benefit.
What is unique about Yoordi is that customers can
either order and pay online, or choose to pay at the
establishment. This works out the most cost-effective for
your business, as on-site card transaction fee is usually
much lower than online card payment gateway fee. Should
a guest or customer order online, but pay on-site, Yoordi
takes a low fee of the sale to provide the facility. This gives
businesses and customers an option how they wish to pay
or receive the payment which suits the business.
Since Yoordi’s launch in June, many businesses have already
signed up, including Pakalolo Cocktail Bar, RobinHood
BurgerGrill, Yindee's Authentic Thai Restaurant, Akiya Sushi,
Café Extrablatt and Founders Restaurant & Grill, plus retail
clients like Vortex Designs and Interesting Gift Shop.
“Thank you for connecting Yoordi to my business. Yoordi is
now integrated into my website and social media. My clients
LOVE it.” – Michael Risi, Owner, Pakalolo.
“Yoordi is the future of contactless ordering, with your menu
straight on a customer’s phone. It is flexible for take-out or
in-house, with great and speedy customer service.”
- Guido Dierschke, RobinHood BurgerGrill.

Yindees Take Away Poster
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Solutions for retailers
Retailers of all sizes are now aware that they can
no longer transact in a physical brick and mortar
environment only, and they need to implement
e-commerce capabilities to compete and trade
effectively. It is imperative that they implement
a system to integrate the online and in-store, to
ensure full control and a central management of
all their products and sales.
Yoordi can help retailers achieve this with ease,
by implementing an online ordering and a click‘n-collect option. Butcheries, grocers, hairdressers
selling products and bottle stores are all examples
of retailers that can make use of this solution.

Cost-effective, flexible and 24/7 support
The registration fee includes the activation of your
Yoordi account and the creation of your tailored digital
menu according to your own brand design. You will then
be provided with your unique QR code for your digital
menu, and a link for your website and social media
pages. In under 24 hours, you can have your professional
digital ordering and payment system set-up.
To help businesses during this time, Yoordi is offering
the Covid discounted sign-up of R2 500 once-off.
There is no minimum monthly fee.

Yindees Facebook Ordering

Full training on the system is included, so that you can
log in to make changes to your menu. At any stage if you
need support, help is simply a click or call away.
Businesses with less than R100K turnover a month do
not usually need a dedicated professional POS system
due to the limited number of transactions per day. The
Yoordi solution with order monitor is usually sufficient.
If you have a turnover of more than R100K a month
using Yoordi, your business will qualify for a professional
Vectron POS valued at R1 600 per month at no extra
cost to you.
Yoordi + Vectron = The only professional tools you need
to take orders, manage and grow your business.

Marketing your Yoordi solution
Your digital menu appears on your website, allowing
customers to order online and choose an exact time
for pick up or delivery. Or, if right outside your shop
or restaurant, you display your Yoordi poster, and
your client scans the QR code and orders using their
smartphone.
Links to your Yoordi ordering solution can be placed on
your Facebook page and Instagram profile. Furthermore,
you can print in on your invoice, take-away menus,
business cards, or on your table-talker. The
Yoordi team also promotes and posts on
behalf of your establishment on social
media.
Yoordi offers your guests the
opportunity to #scan, #order and
#pay, with ease. Join the many other
businesses that have already signed up.

Founders Grill Sit-Down
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Pakalolo Business Card

Call 010 312 6787,
email helpme@yoordi.co.za,
visit: www.yoordi.co.za or
www.vectron.co.za.
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Strong visuals are vital
The ability to present high-quality,
'real-feel' images is a crucial part
of connecting with audiences in
your eCommerce store. This draws
their interest and provides an online
shopping experience that they'll
want to return to.
We’ve all been there before. You’re scrolling through
your favourite online retailer looking for a new set of
workout gear, a new outfit, or a gift for the friend who
has everything. But, what does the product look like on
a real person? Why can’t I see all the colours? Where
are the specs? As leading eCommerce visual specialists
Studio[K]irmack will tell you, high quality product
photography and videography is the difference between
a full cart ready for checkout, or a quick switch to a
competitor site. So, how can businesses get this right?

Consistency is key
For Craig Bellingham, Founder and CEO
of Studio[K]irmack, the key is to gain
consistency in the product look and
ensure the right details are captured.
As he explains: “Businesses need
to be able to present a seamless,
distinguishable look for their products.
A confused, inconsistent set of product
images does not inspire confidence in
the customer, and ultimately can affect
whether they decide to buy the product.
The research is clear: Sites with better
product imagery and more product
videos have higher sales, and equally
importantly, fewer returns.”

Give them options
In addition to consistency, giving the
customer options is an important part
of nailing their consumer experience.
For apparel, accessories and jewellery,
flat lay images, which show stitching,
fine detail and even the creases of the
fabric, present a detailed offering to the
consumer.
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Adequate lighting, the careful hand of a seasoned stylist
and natural placement are all key components to getting
the right shot.
Businesses should also not be afraid to experiment
with video. While static product shots are important,
including models in live capture visuals allows the
product to come to life. Particularly in South Africa
where we have consumers with different aesthetics,
being able to show what a product looks like against
a certain complexion; or a certain size model helps
to ‘make the case’ for the customer who is ultimately
thinking: “This is great, but will it suit me?”

Taking your (local) brand to the next level
Studio[K]irmack uses a high-tech, automated set of
solutions which allows businesses to shoot the most
intricate and most elaborate products with just a click of
a button. But despite providing their service to high tier
brands like adidas, Puma, Studio88 and PnP, Bellingham

believes that the same principles and technology can
and should be applied to smaller, niche brands as well.
One such local brand is TSHEPO Jeans, a popular choice
for local fashionistas. They also recently made headlines
when Meghan Markle got a pair of TSHEPO Jeans for
herself and son Prince Archie.
Like many other businesses, TSHEPO Jeans were forced
to adapt their operations as a result of COVID-19.
Pivoting their online store to full eCommerce meant
thinking carefully about how to provide a top-class
consumer experience, and thus they partnered up with
Studio[K]irmack to elevate their online store to rival any
fashion label around the world.
“Elevating your brand image and enhancing your
eCommerce will really put more South African brands
out there and widen their reach. Right now, we are
all struggling with eCommerce concepts, but having
help and guidance will really allow brands to make use
of technology, take their brands to the next level and
ultimately save their businesses”, says Tshepo Mohlala,
the designer behind the TSHEPO Jeans brand.

And there’s good data to support this outlook. Research
estimates that up to 70% of the top 100% search results
are video and image based; and the new savvy consumer
is far less likely to complete an online shopping
experience if they have not been able to access a
product video; or particularly in the case of the apparel;
have been able to see what it would look like on a real
life person.
Particularly for millennial and Gen Z audiences, accurate
representation of products, attention to detail and
detailed product information are important parts of
gaining their trust. In a world of endless Instagram
swipes; Twitter scrolling and 20 second Tik Toks; high
quality product photography and videography is one of
the only ways to get audiences to stop, click and take
action.
“You don’t have to have a large-scale eCommerce site
for product visuals to make a difference. For local brands
who are competing against international giants, high
quality visuals elevate the brand and allow it to present
itself as a premium product or service. Product imagery
is a sign of the brand’s creativity and unique spin.
Businesses must start to see this as an investment into
their future,” concludes Bellingham.

TIP: Choosing a dynamic colour background, shooting from an unusual angle or
providing creative composition are easy ways that even smaller businesses can stand
out in terms of their look and feel. Resist the urge to simply follow the straight on,
centered product with a white background, unless that serves the product best.
YOUR BUSINESS | August-September 2020
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How to win at the digital

deal-making table

Tactics and techniques to take advantage of digital meetings.

I have mostly heard negative feedback around not
being able to meet face-to-face to negotiate and agree
business deals in the post Covid-19 age. The fact is and
will remain that the connection between people will
always be best established in a personal format.
However, there is also plenty of good news when it
comes to deal making in the digital world. While we may
sacrifice some of the easy ‘feels’ that accompanies faceto-face meetings, we also gain the opportunity to bring
a few potentially game changing techniques and tactics
to our game, which can only be realised by using digital
means of communication and more specifically, through
using video calls to connect with our counterparts.
So, far from being discouraged about the lack of
personal interaction, there are plenty of reasons to be
excited if you invest the time to equip yourself with the
knowledge and skills to harness the reach and scalability
of digital connections.
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Here are three things that you can do immediately to
significantly improve your likelihood of closing great
deals using video calls:

1.Track your performance
What you don’t measure, you can’t improve. For the first
time, just about everyone can capture data about their
negotiation approach. In the past you would have looked
weird if you had someone else tag along to all your
meetings to film or record them so that you could review
your meetings with a view to improve your skills. Now,
you can easily record your sales or deal making calls so
you can review them, compare them to best and leading
practices and enhance your performance.
Don’t:
- Forget to record your calls and review them – both
the wins and the losses.
- Don’t forget to tell your counterpart that you are

recording the call. Always inform your counterpart that
you will be recording the call for quality control and
product improvement purposes.
Do:
- Review your calls regularly and update your approach
and even create scripts for the repetitive parts of your
presentations and discussions.
- Use a checklist to prepare for each deal making video
call regardless of whether it is a sales call, vendor call,
recruitment call or any other high impact business
related call. Your check list should cover basic things
like what is your agenda, your desired outcome for the
meeting, the questions that you would like to ask about
your counterpart’s current situation and their future
desired situation, expected objections etc.

2. Proactively manage the 'climate'
The atmosphere or ‘climate’ within which you negotiate
is one of the biggest contributors to deal success
and one of the factors over which you have the most
influence.
Don’t:
- Have any light behind you.
- Have poor sound.
- Have poor lighting.
- Call from a noisy environment.
- Forget to test your video and audio connection before
each call.
Your message must be communicated clearly, not be
limited by the means of transmission in any way. You will
be the most convincing if you are suitably dressed and
not wearing a headset for the call. Present yourself as
someone who has taken the care to present themselves
in the most compelling way possible - the way you
do one thing is the way you do everything, and this is
clearly communicated to your counterpart by the way
that you choose to project your image on screen.
Do:
- Set your camera up at eye level.
- Have your background communicate something about
you or your value proposition.

You could use a green screen with themes and visual
anchors, then your counterpart(s) have no choice but to
look at the picture on their screen - so don’t waste the
very valuable screen real estate! If you decide not to use
a green screen, you could also choose to communicate
something about your personal interests (books,
pictures, trophies, sports props etc.) to reveal more
about yourself and create deeper connections.

3. Consistently apply what works (best
practices)
Don’t:
- Wing it and hand the initiative to your counterpart
because you have not invested time to prepare.
- Forget to have a clear agenda, tell a story rather than
argue the evidence and seed the conversation with
anchors, social proof and other principles of persuasive
communication.
- Get sucked into reciprocating impolite, rude and
disrespectful approaches by your counterpart(s).
Do:
- Use the same amount of time to prepare for each call
as you expect to be in the call (i.e. 1 hour preparation for
a 1 hour call).
- Use scripts/sticky notes/prompts to remain on
message, ask the right questions, plant the right seeds
and overcome objections.
While most people have simply moved to video
based communications to substitute face-to-face
communications, this is a great moment for you to claim
the competitive advantage by not simply looking at
video calls as a poor cousin to in person meetings, but
rather as a gift to bring much more design, analysis and
incremental improvement to your deal making approach.

Jan Potgieter is the Founder and
Managing Director of Imperium
Negotiations. He has delivered
business negotiation training and
consultancy assignments to Fortune
500 corporations for over 18 years.
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Making sales should
be your priority
Sales TIPS for non-sales SMEs and entrepreneurs.
Here’s the thing about being a business owner or an
entrepreneur: regardless of what you think you do for
a living, you have to be in the business of making sales
first and foremost. This is something that most people
have a problem with.
Making sales and putting yourself out there is not
something many people are comfortable with, but for
those of us who are at the helm of our organisations, we
simply have no choice but to cultivate the skills that will
bring in the business.
This may seem daunting, and if you don’t have a plan or
system to support you through this process, it will be.

Here are 4 top tips that if followed will help you master
the art of sales as an entrepreneur or SME:

TIP 1:
In planning your sales approach, the first most crucial
thing you can do is develop a ‘potentials list’. Explore
every avenue and develop a solid list of prospective
clients. Go through your contacts list on your cell, review
your network on LinkedIn, consider your suppliers
or service providers - hold nothing back - scour your
networks and develop a solid list of potential clients. This
is the master list you will work from to build a pipeline of
potential new clients for your business.

TIP 2:
Reach out. This is where most nonsalespeople start to resist the sales
process. If you’re not ready to pick up
the phone and make a call to test the
waters yet, then develop a professional
email, unpacking what you can do for
new clients and send that off. You can
follow these emails up with some free
advice and tips that will demonstrate
your ability and skills in your field. Once
you’ve established a conversation on
email, you can send out WhatsApp
messages reminding them of your
interest in working with them, or reach
out on LinkedIn and share interesting
articles and work you’ve done for other
clients.
Sales is about demonstrating your
competence, adding value and
equipping your potential clients with the
tools they’d need to feel comfortable in
choosing you as their service provider.
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TIP 3:
Don’t tell, ASK. Often people are so eager to land new
business that they just shoot off lists of things that they
could do for their new clients. This can be overwhelming
to clients. Instead of telling clients what you could do for
them, ask ‘what is your biggest pain point when it comes
to X’ and let them unpack their challenges for you. Once
you understand where their gaps are, you can present
your solutions in direct response to what they have selfidentified as gaps. This is a far more effective method to
ensure you’re taking on the right clients and will be able to
deliver the value you’re promising in a meaningful way.

Sales is about demonstrating
your competence, adding value
and equipping your potential
clients with the tools they'd need to
feel comfortable in choosing you as
their service provider.
TIP 4:
Never stop selling. It doesn’t matter how busy you are
or how fully booked you are; there is a momentum that
is created through the process of continual business
development. If you stop at any point, that momentum
ceases and you’re going to have to start from the beginning
to get going again in the event your business slows down,
and by then, you often don’t have the luxury of time.
Keep positioning your business, keep adding value in your
network, keep approaching new clients about what their
possible pain points are - this is one of the most valuable
things you can do for the longevity of your business.
Not everyone was born a salesperson, but, anyone can sell.
Sales is not about ramming your product or service down
a customer’s throat - it’s about communicating your value
and your ability to solve problems in a way that resonates
with customers. It’s about building relationships.
Jacqueline Raw is a Sales and
Marketing strategist. She is the
founder of Ycagel, a Marketing
consulting and services firm, and
SkillX, an online skills incubator for
entrepreneurs and professionals.

Landing new business in a
tough economy
Currently, Entrepreneurs and SME’s face what will
probably be one of the toughest markets of our
generation, and being able to expand our client base
and land new business is critical. Jacqueline offers
some advice to making sales in the current COVID-19
economy:
• Don’t reinvent the wheel:
You have established your credibility in your industry
by delivering on client’s expectations and getting
results. The first place to start when looking to expand
your service offerings is with your current client base.
Reach out to your clients and assess to see if there is an
opportunity to expand their portfolios with you. Be clear
about what other services you can bring to the table and
don’t be afraid to ask for business. This is the likeliest
source of new opportunity as a consultant so ensure
you don’t miss out.
• Set a sales plan or sales targets:
A powerful activity to ensure you land new business is
to create a hit list of the top 20 clients you’d like to work
with and why. Once you’ve nailed that down, you need
to shape your value offering to suit the needs of each
client. Then, reach out to key decision makers within
these organisations.
• Bring value to the table:
An important tactic in new business development is the
art of bringing value to the table first, and then asking
for commitment second. Showing that you understand a
potential client’s pain points and that you have a possible
solution is a surefire way to get your foot in the door.
If you’re a web developer – audit 20 websites for free
– send the results and your recommendations with the
next steps to the clients you’re hoping to work for. There
is always a way to give the client something tangible
to consider before offering your IP or services as the
possible solution.
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Stop panicking, and start
transforming instead
Applying the five lean manufacturing principles.
Measures to curb the spread of COVID-19 has not only
directly impacted the ability of businesses to operate,
but has infected them with something even more
deadly: uncertainty.
Small and medium-sized businesses are the most
vulnerable segment to uncertainty, and manufacturing
has been one of the worst-affected industries. Although
it can be difficult to stay positive during uncertain times,
those business that hope to survive must look beyond
the current crisis and focus on those things that do
remain in their control. “SMEs should use this time to
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build more efficient and effective organisations. One
way to do this is to apply the five lean manufacturing
principles,” says Marten Stavast, Senior Industry Expert
in Manufacturing at GroFin, an impact-driven SME
financier. He reminds manufacturers of these principles:

value
1Define
Any entrepreneur will agree that the customer
always comes first. Lean manufacturing takes this idea
beyond customer relations to also put the customer
first in the production process. The true value of any
product or service is defined by what your customers are

willing to pay for it. Your product may seem valuable to
you because of the time and resources that went into
creating, but its value is determined from the point of
view of the customer.
Lean manufacturing begins by determining the needs
of the customer. Interviews, surveys, demographic
information, and web analytics are some of the tools you
can use to determine what your customers want and at
what price they can afford it.

2 Map your value stream

Once you know what your customers want and
value, you can map your value stream. Use your
customer’s value as a starting point and identify all the
activities that help to create this value. The goal is to
ensure that every activity in your production process
adds value to your customer and can be delivered at
the price point they want. If an activity does not add
value to your customer, it is a waste. If you cut out any
unnecessary processes that do not add value, you can
reduce production cost while ensuring your customers
still get what they want.

3 Create flow

Now that only necessary and value-adding activities
remain in your value stream, you should ensure that
each step flows smoothly to the next. Interruption and
delays in production are no different to waste. A delay
is more than just a bottleneck when one production
step waits on another – it is any step that takes longer
than it has to. You can improve the flow of value-adding
activities by breaking down every step of the process
and reconfiguring it as efficiently as possible, levelling
out the workload, and training your employees to be
multi-skilled and adaptive.

4 Establish pull

Stock sitting on your shelves or raw materials piled
up in your warehouse is one of the biggest forms of
waste in any production system and often places a big
drag on cashflow for smaller businesses. This is even
more true in the current environment.
A pull-based production system means that you only
produce products based on the needs of your customers
and only at the time and the quantities needed. Strive

Stock sitting on your shelves
or raw materials piled up in
your warehouse is one of the
biggest forms of waste in any
production system, and often
places a big drag on cashflow
for smaller businesses.
to limit your inventory and work in process items to
only the materials needed for a smooth workflow. This
approach requires ensuring some flexibility in your
production process and the current environment, it
might just give you the edge as a small business.

perfection
5 Pursue
The final step in implementing lean manufacturing

is by far the most important. Lean thinking should not
be a once-off exercise that you complete now, while
times are tough. It should become part of the culture
of your company in such a way that every employee
strives toward perfection and constantly getting better
at meeting customer needs and reducing waste. This
will not only set your business apart during times when
customers are themselves under financial pressure but
also when things improve.

Mend your nets
When this pandemic and the uncertainty it brings
have passed, those business owners who spent this
time wisely will have built businesses that can remain
competitive by increasing the value they deliver to
customers. There is a saying that goes “when fishermen
cannot go to sea, they mend their nets.” Now is the time
for business owners to do this same by using their time
to transform their businesses, not just to survive the
current storm, but also to look to the future.
Marten Stavast has 15 years of
experience in the SME sector and is
certified by the Association of
Accredited Small Business
Consultants (AASMBC) to advise small
businesses. Visit www.grofin.com
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Q&A: How we did it
How entrepreneur Paul Kent started a multi-national business, managed
its buy-out to an international consortium and successfully rebranded.
In 2008, SureSwipe was a a small startup taking on the large
banks in the payment industry. In 2019, the company was
acquired by an international consortium. Today, they have
started a new chapter by creating their new brand Adumo,
forming South Africa’s largest independent payments and
merchant acquiring solutions platform.
Adumo brings together three of South Africa’s favourite and
most well-known payment service providers under one entity
– Sureswipe, Innervation Pan African Payments and iKhokha,
collectively servicing more than 30 000 active clients and
50 000 active card machines with a presence in 7 African
countries.
Paul Kent shares his lessons learnt in growth, managing a
buyout, changing roles, leadership and rebranding.

Q Tell us about the early days and your
experience as a startup?

Sureswipe was founded within Healthbridge, and it made
sense at that time to launch exclusively to the medical sector.
However, we soon realised that there was a much bigger
market that needed a value-for-money, high service level card
payment solution, and that was for independent retailers.
In 2008, the start-up culture in SA was non-existent, and we
definitely didn’t have access to the amount of capital that
many startups access today. We were, however, fortunate
enough to have Healthbridge as a founding shareholder,
and we leaned heavily on them to provide business support
functions and guidance.
We entered the payment market early, which meant that
competition was relatively low, particularly in our chosen
target market, and the customers were more accepting of
a minimum viable product. But on the flip side, only large
established banks offered card machines, and we were trying
to convince retailers to trust an unknown brand with their
hard-earned money.

Paul Kent, CEO, Adumo
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I remember receiving a call from one of our sales agent’s.
He was arrested in a restaurant. The police overheard him
selling a Sureswipe card machine and they thought it was a
scam - this resulted in him ending up at the back of a police
van. Fortunately, it only took a phone call to clear up the
misunderstanding. This story is one of my all-time favourites
from our early days.

Building the business we had to hustle and make a
plan. We focussed heavily on growth and therefore
sales, outsourcing many business functions. We had
created a challenger brand, a David vs Goliath venture
with Sureswipe - a small startup taking on the large
incumbent banks. We received amazing support from
small businesses, and most of our new business came
from referrals. We picked up clients who for many years
had been overcharged and underserviced. The majority
of our staff, including myself, had no experience in
banking or payments, and we did things differently. But
it also meant we needed to learn quickly. I think most of
all; we had a lot of fun.

Q Was a buyout your ultimate goal?
We didn’t start Sureswipe with a goal to sell. Of course,
we have a responsibility to create value for shareholders,
but we began Sureswipe with a vision to make card
acceptance easy and accessible to all independent
retailers.
For ten years we focussed on building the business.
Potential investors approached us on numerous
occasions and at one stage, we almost ended up with a
bank as a shareholder.
Until 2018 we were not in the market actively seeking
investment. Our shareholders were supportive, and we
were growing organically. However, the opportunity for
accelerated growth was increasing. We realised that we
needed shareholders willing to invest in rapid growth,
shareholders with fintech experience, shareholders with
international exposure and shareholders aligned to our
strategy. We were fortunate to tick all these boxes with
Crossfin Technology Holdings (CTS) and Apis Partners,
and in 2019 Sureswipe was acquired by them.

Q Tell us more about the buyout process.
We were and still are in an attractive sector, we had
a good track record, and we were well-positioned for
growth. This attracted attention from a wide range of
investors globally.
While this ensured maximum value for the existing
shareholders, it added complexity to the sales process.
We were trying to run and grow the business while
managing a complex and competitive sales process. It
was an extremely stressful period. Fortunately, we have
a talented and committed team who were willing to go
beyond the call of duty. The shareholders appointed
experts to assist us in managing and running the process.
This was extremely important considering the interest
from multiple investors.

For any start-up looking for
an investor, our view is that
you need to find the right
buyer, not necessarily the
highest bidder.
While this process maximised value for the shareholders,
it did impact the business. The sale process was longer
than anticipated, and growth during that year specifically
was lower than in previous years. The level of uncertainty
about “a new home” created anxiety across the team.
Within Sureswipe, we have an open and transparent
culture, and we kept all employees updated and informed
during the process. This increased the effort from the
leadership team and added to the team spirit and built on
our culture.
For the management shareholders, finding the right
buyer was paramount. We were excited about the
opportunities in Fintech and wanted to retain our
shareholding, while other shareholders wanted maximum
value. This misalignment potentially created a conflict
that needed close management.
A potential investor for Sureswipe was recently on the
wrong side of a significant German corporate scandal.
The company has subsequently filed for liquidation.
For any start-up looking for an investor, this reiterates or
supports our view that you need to find the right buyer,
not necessarily the highest bidder.

Q You then became CEO of CTS, the parent

company to your 'first baby' Sureswipe. Tell us
a bit about your changing roles and positions?
Market consolidation was part of Sureswipe’s strategy
and bringing Innervation, iKhokha and Sureswipe
under Adumo, brings together 3 of South Africa’s most
successful Payment Service Providers, culturally aligned,
but each with their own complementary capabilities and
market positioning.
A benefit of the lengthy sales process was that it provided
time for us to plan succession within Sureswipe. Richard
Flack, my co-manager shareholder and long-time COO,
has taken on the role of Sureswipe MD, while I shifted
into a new role as CEO for Adumo. The continuity has
been good for Sureswipe.
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Across our businesses, we have good leaders, making
the transition to a group CEO easier. Still, it often seems
like I have taken on more responsibility with less control.
The difference between the first 100 days on the job
and the last 100 days has been immense. I think at the
moment most leaders around the world are learning on
the job, and perhaps unlearning the way they previously
operated or did things in the past.
Personally these past 100 days has been the toughest
in my professional career. We brought together these
companies with bold plans of expansion that were well
executed. But the current pandemic changed everything.
The unthinkable happened, and we retrenched team
members. Considering the opportunity and the growth
trajectory, this was something beyond our imagination.
During this tough time, we have also experienced the
entrepreneurial spirit of Adumo. We launched a Support
Local campaign, an initiative that provides much-needed
cash flow in the hands of the SME. Consumers can
purchase gift vouchers through our online store. The
funds are dispersed to the retailers weekly, and the
voucher can be redeemed from 1 October 2020.
iKhokha also launched a side hustle, supplying PPE
products to customers and the broader market. Humble,
our Cloud Based Point-of-Sale, added eCommerce
functionality to their software, providing an opportunity
for their customers to capitalise on the change in
consumer behaviour to online shopping. My personal
favourite is the initiative to distribute Aid packages/
coupons to disadvantaged people across South Africa,
using our technology and footprint. With our voucher
platform, we are piloting to distribute Aid coupons
to starving South Africans that can be redeemed at
selected local stores.
Maybe it is a coincidence, but we founded Sureswipe
during an economic crisis, and here we are 12 years
later, in an economic and social turmoil, starting a new
chapter with the launch of Adumo.
While we may have reached a bump in the road, the
future is bright, and during this tough period we have
seen different companies, different teams pull together
and position us well for the future.

Q Post the buyout, CTS decided to rebrand to
Adumo. Why the decision to rebrand?

When Sureswipe was acquired into CTS, we always
envisaged a rebranding exercise that would position
CTS, now Adumo, as a Fintech with a name that was
simple, memorable, easy to pronounce, resonated with
who we are, and had an authentic African feel. As a
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Maybe it is a coincidence, but
we founded Sureswipe during
an economic crisis, and here
we are 12 years later, in an
economic and social turmoil,
starting a new chapter with
the launch of Adumo.
result, we launched into the market with a sense of
purpose to make a meaningful change in a very difficult
economic climate.

Q What tips do you have for other business
leaders looking to rebrand their business?

When we formed CTS, we knew a rebranding exercise
would be necessary and we, therefore, purposefully
didn’t promote the CTS name. This simplified the
rebranding process later on. Yet, despite the lack
of market awareness, the rebranding process was
extremely difficult and time-consuming; we didn’t
want to rush it. Finding a suitable name was especially
difficult. Initially, I thought it would be naming your
child, but realised it is much more difficult. When you
name a business you have to ensure that no one else is
using that name.
We worked with Grid Worldwide on the rebranding,
they have a team of extremely talented creatives, but
also have a passion for creating a brand and an identity
that has meaning. This resonated with us. Due to the
lack of brand awareness of CTS, we treated this process
as brand creation rather than a rebranding exercise.
Either way, a branding exercise is an investment of time,
and it takes passion, energy and creativity to create a
brand that has meaning.
If you are planning to create a brand or rebrand, my
advice would be to define your vision, be clear on your
purpose, understand the market and your competitors
and do your research. Make sure you can set time aside
to think, create a space for creativity, work with a team
who challenges your thinking, a team you trust and
respect, and be prepared to disagree.
The creation of a brand is very subjective, and managing
stakeholders, board members, fellow employees or your
team is tough. Ultimately a decision to move forward is
needed - be brave.

WOMEN IN BUSINESS

Celebrating our unique
traits and contributions
In WOMEN'S MONTH, let us
celebrate our special strengths
as women entrepreneurs, and
work to conquer our challenges.
Every year in August we celebrate women and
acknowledge the importance of the contribution they
make within our society. Although this contribution
is recognised, it remains concerning how greatly
marginalised women are in the business environment.
I often ask myself; how is it that after so many years
of efforts to integrate women into the business
environment, we still only have 34% of women-owned
businesses in South Africa? (according to a survey
conducted by Facebook in partnership with the World
Bank and OECD).
Women entrepreneurs bring enormous value to the
business environment and that can benefit society as a
whole. However, we still face challenges, and we are not
always taken seriously, particularly in industries that are
male-dominated.
So, why do so many women battle to gain ground
and grow?
• Businesses are built on having strong networks.
Particulary when women enter a male-dominated
industry, they generally find that the men in that
industry have formed strong relationships and networks.
It is hard to break into those already established
networks, especially when one is new to the market,
and this may hamper the progress of their business.
• I also believe one of biggest problems is us – women
ourselves - because of our preconditioning when we
start businesses. We automatically place barriers and
limitations on ourselves by making assumptions that it
will be difficult for us to grow within those industries.
When we do this, it holds us back from operating at our
full potential.
These are just some of the aspects that women have to
deal with when operating in industries that are maledominated. However, there are also characteristics that
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truly sets us apart, and these traits need to embraced
for us to show up authentically and to operate in our
areas of excellence.

Strengths of women entrepreneurs
Having worked with many women throughout my
career as an entrepreneur development consultant and
business mentor, I have noticed very similar traits that
most women entrepreneurs possess. There are many
aspects in business that they do differently from their
male counterparts:

Firstly, the nurturing nature of women plays a big role
in how they do business. This results in them caring
about more than just financial growth and profitability.
The majority wants to grow their businesses beyond
themselves, and see others grow alongside them. This
could be their staff members, suppliers or even other
small businesses around them. Through this nurturing
nature, we can achieve greater impact on society as a
whole.
Secondly, the unique ability to multitask is a trait that
many women possess. We see many successful women
being able to juggle building their business, raising
children, building a family and still playing an active part
in their communities. This makes women exceptional

entrepreneurs, because they are able to manage the
responsibilities of all their roles. During the COVID-19
pandemic, we have seen many women having to work
from home, looking after their families, home-schooling
even – whilst still hustling to keep their businesses
afloat during this difficult period. I myself had a funny
encounter recently; my 3 year old son was hanging on
my back while I was frantically trying to complete a
report; my husband walked in the room and couldn’t
understand how I could continue working unbothered
whilst my son was on my back. I turned to him and said
‘’we as women find it very easy to multitask’’.
Thirdly, women are extremely resilient. Despite the
prejudice, barriers and challenges faced in their business
and sometimes personal environment, there is still a
desire to grow, learn and help others around them to
do the same. This resilience is not necessarily unique
to women only; however, it is a trait that keeps many
women going despite the inherent challenges of being a
woman in business.

Weaknesses women entrepreneurs need
to overcome
Our positive traits are also sometimes accompanied
by weaknesses that are not helpful to the growth of
women in business. There are similar characteristics
that hold back many women from achieving their full
potential in business.
Firstly, is the imposter syndrome; this is defined by
the Harvard Business Review, 2008 as the collection
of feelings of inadequacy that persist despite evident
success. It is thoughts and feelings of doubt in one’s
capability and being afraid that others will question and
doubt your capabilities. This is prominent in the many
women entrepreneurs that I’ve met and worked with.
If you are struggling with this, I suggest you practice
the following: Learn to separate facts and your feeling.
Feelings can be highly deceiving and if you had to act
on what you are feeling, you will struggle to achieve
your goals. Start by reviewing your thoughts and what
you are doubting about yourself, ask yourself whether it
is indeed a fact, or whether it is a feeling generated by
your fear. For instance, you get a call from a potential
client that you have been wanting to meet for months.
They finally tell you they are ready to meet with you and
are interested in your product.
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If you suffer from imposter syndrome, you will start
doubting yourself, feel like perhaps the potential client
has made a mistake and that you are not deserving of
that business. In this case, start by asking yourself if it
is factual that you are not deserving of the business.
Once you have answered yourself, move to another
thought until you eliminate all self-doubting thoughts.
Through this exercise you will realise that the majority
of your thoughts are not factual and that indeed you are
capable.
Secondly, women entrepreneurs tend to be extremely
modest even in situations that do not require it.
It is important to be comfortable with sharing your
achievements, your strengths and openly talk about
what makes you great at what you do. This will enhance
the possibility of gaining presence within your market.
Thirdly, I see a lot of confident women struggle to
display this confidence when they are in certain
environments in business. At times, women hold back
from sharing their views and insights in spaces where
they feel dominated. We must learn to be confident in
ourselves, what we know and what we bring to the table
without doubting our abilities. This can be achieved
if we stop comparing ourselves with our fellow male
entrepreneurs and we focus on our unique strengths,
traits, and overall contributions. Being confident
is not about having everything figured out or even
knowing everything about the business you are in; it’s
about focusing on your unique contribution and being
confident in that.

For us to overcome challenges, we should take
into consideration the following:
• Women need to harness their femininity and
appreciate the uniqueness they bring to the business
world. In some cases, women try to act like men in order
to make their presence felt and stand their ground. This
is not necessary; the most effective way of claiming
one’s presence is by ensuring you are yourself by finding
ways of making your presence felt in your own unique
way that is in line with your character.
• Do not spend your time trying to prove yourself, rather
spend time doing what you are good at well, and building
your businesses’ competitive advantage. That way your
work can speak for itself.
• Focus on you, your business and ensuring that your
clients see the value you can deliver to them, instead of
focusing on the realities of your industry.
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We must learn to
be confident in
ourselves, what
we know and
what we bring
to the table,
without doubting
our abilities.

• Do not always refer to yourself negatively as a women
entrepreneur, because you are setting parameters and
implying that you have limitations. Your gender does not
dictate what your business can achieve, and it certainly
does not contribute to the value that you can create for
your clients and the service you can provide.
• Find successful entrepreneurs in your industry who are
willing to share advice and offer guidance, that way they
can also help navigate some of the challenges and you
can learn from the mistakes they might have made in the
past.
• You need to have the confidence and the courage to
navigate any challenges that could potentially come your
way. Always be open to learning.
Women entrepreneurs possess extraordinary traits
that not only contribute to their success in business,
but extends to the nurturing of others around them.
It is therefore crucial that as women in business, we
appreciate our unique contribution by fully embracing
who we are. The month of August should be used for
us to reflect on how far we have come, celebrate each
other and to look forward to making an even bigger
difference in the world of business.

Busi Raphekwane is a development
expert and founder of The
Transformation Legacy. Contact her
at: busi@transformationlegacy.com,
010 005 5753 or visit
www.transformationlegacy.com.

Call for applications: Top Tech

Tools for Women in Business
The Cape Innovation and Technology
Initiative (CiTi), in partnership with the
City of Cape Town, is recruiting for their
10-week Top Tech Tools for Women in
Business programme, aimed at helping
female entrepreneurs advance their
digital competencies, and gain practical
skills on how to effectively use tech in
their businesses.
The programme aims to create an
empowering atmosphere for women
who are eager to infuse technology into
their businesses. The programme boasts
a supportive and creative environment
that exposes female entrepreneurs to
the latest available technology resources
to improve and grow their business.
A digitally enabled business has the
capacity to navigate challenges and
opportunities in a streamlined and
more efficient manner. As part of the
select group of women business owners
that form the core of our fully funded
Women in Business Programme, female
founders are given the opportunity
to invest their time and effort in
knowledge and skills that will enable
both business and personal growth
trajectories.
Participants will benefit from access
to comprehensive information and
experience shared by highly skilled
facilitators and mentors. The program
provides a forum for entrepreneurs
to introduce efficient systems and
processes through the implementation
of technology products and services
that promote growth, sustainability and
scale-up.
The programme is implemented through
a series of facilitated interactive
sessions. These sessions are designed to
clarify, test and apply business learnings
whilst maximising peer-to-peer
knowledge sharing practices.

Participants are provided with the
opportunity to focus on strengthening
their personal entrepreneurial abilities
while learning critical business skills,
allowing for the intellectual space to
focus in a flexible and accessible way.
Participants are guided through each
stage of business development via
monthly face-to-face community
mentorship sessions during which they
are given the opportunity to learn,
share information and collaborate. The
programme has been adapted to suit an
exclusively online engagement strategy,
and participants will have access to
additional online learning components.
Lara Rosmarin, Head of Incubation
and Entrepreneurial Development at
the Cape Innovation & Technology
Initiative (CiTi), says, “Despite recent
events, the CiTi team is determined
to deliver a successful Women in
Business programme. We’ve adapted
a sizable portion of our programme
to an online format to play our part in
social distancing to limit the spread of
COVID-19.”

TO APPLY, applicants should
meet the following criteria:

• Female founders and CEOs
with a desire to introduce or improve
technology in their businesses
(at least 51% female-owned).
• Business must be registered (CIPC)
and operational for at least 6-12
months.
• Applicants must be 25 years or
older.
• Be available to attend weekly
workshops every Tuesday morning
(Woodstock) and Thursday morning
(Khayelitsha) for the duration of 10
weeks physical workshops (AugustDecember 2020) where applicable,
however we have adapted a sizable
portion of the programme to be
done online.
• Be available once a month for
online support and mentorship
sessions for a duration of the 10
months starting in September 2020
(September 2020–June 2021).
For more information,
and to apply, click here.
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Uniting and empowering
the TRIBE
FUTURE FEMALES is a movement to inspire more female entrepreneurs,
and harness the power of community.
We talk to Philippa Dods, Marketing Strategy Advisor at
Future Females, who tells us about this global 'tribe'.

Q Tell us a bit about Future Females
Future Females exists to increase the number of and
support the success of female entrepreneurs globally.
We create the digital, emotional and physical spaces
for aspiring and existing female entrepreneurs to
connect and collaborate, and to feel safe to try, to
fail and ultimately, to win. In just our first 1 000 days
of business, Future Females has become the go-to
destination for aspiring and early-stage entrepreneurs
to access the support, community, education and
resources that they need to succeed.
Since inception in Cape Town in August 2017, we have
expanded to 35 cities around the world (including
Cape Town, London, Berlin, Dubai, Bali, Zurich, Nairobi,
Singapore and Brisbane) with empowered ambassadors
hosting themed monthly events to inspire and educate
the aspiring and existing female entrepreneurs in their
communities.
We run the Future Females Business School, a
90-day virtual incubator that provides the skills, tools,
knowledge and support for entrepreneurs to realise
their dreams, and to date has supported 470 women
to confidently turn their ideas into profitable and
sustainable businesses.
Most recently, we’ve launched the Future Females
Founder’s Club, a private member community for
in-business founders to connect, collaborate, and
receive the support and guidance they need to level-up
in their business.
Anyone can sign up to the Future Females Business
School or Founder’s Club, attend any of our (now virtual)
events around the world, or join the conversation on
our Facebook Group, to be part of the Future Females
community.
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Q What was the inspiration and aim behind it?
Future Females was co-founded by Lauren Dallas and
Cerina Bezuidenhoudt in August 2017, who, prior to
launching Future Females, were working together on
the TechStars Accelerator (the world’s number one tech
startup accelerator), where they saw first-hand the
gender gap in entrepreneurship. In fact, there wasn’t a
single female founder in their program.
“This was the trigger we needed to actually get it
started,” says Future Female co-founder, Lauren Dallas.
“Future Females is in the business of female
empowerment. We are motivated by moving the needle
on gender parity. At the current run rate, it will take 108
years to achieve true gender parity, but we want to see
it in our lifetime, so we all need to double-down our
efforts.
One of the biggest drivers of achieving gender parity
is the redistribution of wealth, and economically
empowering women. The fundamental way to do that
is to support them to start their own businesses, take
ownership of their own income, and take financial
control of their futures,” explains Lauren Dallas.
The purpose of Future Females is to increase the
number of female entrepreneurs and to better support
their success. What we mean by “better support their
success”, is job creation, revenue creation and lifestyle
creation.
Future Females’ main goal is to activate one million
female entrepreneurs around the world by 2025.
How we’re working to achieve this is by creating digital,
emotional and physical spaces for aspiring and existing
female entrepreneurs to connect and collaborate, and to
feel safe to try, to fail and ultimately, to win.
In practice, this takes the form of the Future Females
Business School and Future Females Founders Club.

Lauren Dallas and the Future Females tribe

Q What do you believe is the value and “magic

that happens” when women support each other
in business?
I think you’ve just answered the question yourself magic happens! We have so much to give, share, learn
and celebrate with each other as women.
I think learning from each other, growing with each
other and celebrating each other’s wins, is something
that is ingrained in us, as women, and it’s a beautiful and
powerful thing.
At Future Females, we are big believers in the power of
community. Everything we do is with our community
front of mind and every decision we make is based
on the feedback, data, polls and surveys from our
community.
When you attend a Future Females event, the feeling
of empowerment, inspiration and community is like
no other - even since moving our events online due to
Covid, the energy is tangible.
I think it’s because everyone wants the person next to
them to succeed just as much as they want to succeed
themselves. A win for one is a win for all. There’s
no “sharp elbows,” just a community of like-minded,
determined, ambitious, brilliant women, cheering each
other on. That’s magic.

OTHER EXCITING UPDATES
• Facebook Community Accelerator
This week, Future Females joined as one of
the nearly 80 communities accepted onto the
Facebook Communities Accelerator program.
This program will take community leaders through
three months of developing community growth
plans, and three months of iterating and executing
these plans.
We are so excited to use this opportunity to learn
how to better connect with, engage with and
serve our community, to create extraordinary
global impact, and move the needle on female
entrepreneurship and gender parity at large.
• Facebook Workshop Series
Future Females regularly runs free training
workshops for our community members, and
through July and August will also be working
with Facebook to deliver weekly masterclasses
to support their members with how to build their
business on Facebook, Instagram and through
Whatsapp.
To receive an invitation to those sessions, join the
Future Females community through our website,
or follow the community updates on Instagram.
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On being a (woman)
leader in tech
With an impressive CV working
in mainly male-dominated
sectors, SINAZO SIBISI shares
her secret weapons.
With over 30 years of senior-level executive
experience, Sibisi has worked in a number of top-tier
organisations in both the private and public sectors, as
well as serving on numerous boards. She has recently
been appointed as Wyzetalk’s Managing Director of
Africa, Canada and Australia. Before that, Sibisi served
as an elected politician as well as an executive at the
City of Cape Town and South Africa Local Government
Association. In 2000, she was appointed as a Member
of a Special Ministerial Task Team on the Establishment
of Municipalities.
As a Director of Deloitte Southern Africa, she led
the Public Sector Industry cluster and served on the
Global Public Sector Management Board and the
Management Team for Consulting. She was also the
first African black woman to be appointed on to the
Deloitte Executive Committee, heading up Corporate
Affairs. At the Development Bank of Southern Africa,
Sibisi inter alia served as the Chief Investment Officer
of the Local Economic Development Fund, the
Divisional Executive: Planning, the Group Executive:
Strategy, Marketing and Communications and as Group
Executive: Infrastructure Delivery.
With this impressive CV, and years of experience
being a woman leader in the male-dominated tech
sector, Sibisi shares her insights, and advice for aspiring
female leaders:

Sinazo Sibisi,
Managing Director of Africa,
Canada and Australia,
Wyzetalk

it is possible, that they should keep trying and striving. One
day, they will be rewarded.”
“Over and above representation, women leaders in tech
- as well as black leaders in tech - must continuously
strive to open the door for others to follow in their
footsteps through opening-up their network, mentoring
others, instituting internal as well as communitybased development programmes and driving cultural
transformation. We will only see real change in the sector
when we create environments that are inclusive and
welcoming to all.”

Be a role model

Unique challenges for women in management
and leadership positions

“The most important thing is to be a role model to
other women, and particularly to young girls who may
aspire for a career in tech. Most often, girls feel that it
is beyond their reach because they don’t see enough
people who look like them - especially in leadership
positions. Representation matters - it is a signal to
those who may feel discouraged or want to give up that

“Centuries of patriarchy has created deeply entrenched
conscious and unconscious biases within men and women,
as well as through social systems and structure of exclusion
and oppression. Therefore, as a strong woman, one
inevitably encounters resistance throughout one’s career.
Not only from men, but also from other women. One has
to constantly swim against the tide to prove discriminatory
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stereotypes wrong, being twice as
good, and working twice as hard
for half the acknowledgement and
recognition. In addition, as a woman
leader - as well as a black leader - you
have no parachute. For a woman, even
the slightest failure may be used to
write you off permanently. The upside
of this is that it makes you very driven,
self-reliant and resilient. Emotional
and psychological resilience is the
biggest secret weapon of all great
women leaders and something that all
young, aspirant female leaders should
cultivate.”

Trust in your abilities
“My success can partly be attributed to
my natural abilities i.e. I’m innovative,
a quick study, a very good possibility
thinker and problem solver, and I have
applied these to any task or role I have
been presented with. These abilities,
combined with my drive, self-reliance
and resilience, have always led to my
rising to the top in every organisation
I’ve worked in.
At the same time, I have also been
lucky enough to have had critical
sponsors who were willing to give
me a chance or put me forward for
promotion at key points in my career.
Nobody succeeds alone, and I am very
grateful to the male sponsors in my life
who were willing to open the door or
help me up the ladder within this male
dominated world.”

Parting advice
“Believe in yourself even when no one
else does, and look after your mental
and physical health to build resilience.
Work harder than everybody else,
because someone will notice. Always
be kind and positive to those you
meet - life is a job interview and you
never know when and where your next
opportunity is going to come from,”
Sibisi concludes.

Small business champion, serial entrepreneur
and provocateur CATHERINE WIJNBERG shares her
inspiration for life and business in her debut book.
Catherine Wijnberg is a successful
entrepreneur that has started,
grown and operated businesses in
five different sectors across three
countries. She founded Fetola in
2006 with the aim of transforming
the local SME sector by providing
initiatives and programmes to
small businesses. Lean startup
and turnaround strategies are her
specialty. “Our goal with Fetola is
simple really,” explains Wijnberg,
“we build businesses that last.”
Since 2006, Fetola has grown rapidly from a small consultancy, into
a recognised, national SME growth specialist. The staff complement
has grown to more than 30, mostly women, and clients and partners
include SAB Foundation, JP Morgan, Transnet, The Jobs Fund, the
European Union, Old Mutual, and World Wide Fund for Nature.
Wijnberg did not achieve success by waiting for things to happen;
instead, she worked hard, lost a great deal, and recovered
substantially from incredible setbacks. The many wisdoms she has
gained through her entrepreneurial journey have now been collated
into her new book Sheep Will Never Rule The World. The book is a mix
between guru-style self-help positivity and business leadership, aimed
at people and SMEs especially to empower them to achieve their best
potential. The messages and quirky illustrations have been selected
to focus your thinking, embolden your self-belief and bring a bit of
laughter to your day.
Says Wijnberg: “One has to be slightly mad to own and run your own
business – but it’s an exciting, challenging and growing experience.
I would like this book to provide inspiration in those
moments when it all feels too much.”
Sheep Will Never Rule the World is published and
distributed by Quivertree Publications and is
available at all leading local bookstores and
on e-tailers Takealot and Loot. RRP: R270.00

WIN

Up for grabs: WIN a copy of

Sheep Will Never Rule the World

Email your name and contact number
to competitions@bizmag.co.za
with 'Sheep' in the subject line.
► ENTER ONLINE HERE.
Entries close 30 Aug 2020
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Ambition in
business
Focus, positivity and grit
can drive you - and your
small business.
It’s not easy to build a business. Most small and medium
business owners have stories of challenges, failures,
turning points, and other significant events that
contributed to their success and struggles. The world
has witnessed how quickly change happens and how
ten-year, five-year and even one-year plans and goals
can be shattered overnight. Yet history has shown that
the businesses that have grown during and thrived
after economic downturns shared a similar mindset: it’s
not about the situation you’re in, but about how you
approach it that will determine the outcome. In a word,
it is about ambition.
Having the drive and motivation will ensure you stay
focused on your vision. Some people call it passion and
say it has been crucial to their success; passion and
ambition have helped them to recover faster from failure
and given them courage to realign their approaches and
processes in response to challenges.
Ambition defines your vision, drives your goals, and
motivates you to get up after you are down. It inspires
positivity, determination, and personal growth in your
teams. It drives everyone to imagine a better future, for
themselves, the business, and society. It is what your
customers identify with and what sets you apart from
your competitors.

How to channel ambition
When your core purpose or mission is clear, it’s easier to
cultivate and channel ambition to all the right places.
It’s easier to identify opportunities, make decisions, and
focus on the impact you want to have on those around
you.
By letting the outcome drive you, it’s also easier to focus
on the positive in every experience, including failure.
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Ambitious businesses keep perspective, act quickly,
and never quit. They are authentic and creative in their
approach, self-sufficient and responsible, and they’re
willing to sacrifice some things in exchange for an
opportunity to develop and grow.

Setting ambitious goals
Excessively fast growth can be dangerous. When you
grow too quickly, you might spend recklessly, invest in
people, equipment, and resources you don’t yet need,
and over-complicate your internal structures.
It’s important to set ambitious goals, but remember
that the key to achieving goals is in breaking them
into smaller – even micro – goals. Aim for slow, steady
growth over a period of months. Align all goals to your
mission but push yourself out of your comfort zone
because that’s where growth happens.
Smaller goals allow you to change your mind or to
change strategy when it diverts focus from your mission.
Aiming for small wins makes you flexible, adaptable, and
able to make faster decisions.
When setting goals, focus on quality over quantity, on
seizing opportunities and making an impact in other’s
lives, and on having a positive, responsive, and aware

Making it through tough times
Small business owners need two “Rs” – resilience and reinvention –
to survive, reckons one Fourways-based entrepreneur who has
weathered his share of difficult storms.
Thabiso Mkase had been married
for just two months when he lost his
management job in the catering sector.
The sudden retrenchment plunged the
newlyweds into a world of uncertainty
and anxiety, he recalls.
Now, as many of his fellow South African
entrepreneurs face equally trying times,
Mkase says he’s grateful for the lessons
he learnt pre-pandemic and hopes to
encourage others who are experiencing
similar hardships.

outlook. If you allow yourself to think
ahead, that’s where you’ll end up.
The ability to make a timely decision,
execute it, and drive towards the
outcome is hugely valuable. This
is where small businesses have
an advantage over established
enterprises: SMEs can often get
closer to their customers, creating
both business and emotional
relationships in the process –
and that’s gold because without
customers, businesses don’t exist.
If you’re unsure about what your
mission is, research your customers.
It will soon become clear that what’s
important to them, will also be
important to you.

Viresh Harduth is
Vice President:
Small Business,
Sage Africa
& Middle East.

Raised in Limpopo to a single mother,
Mkase’s childhood was riddled with the
Thabiso Mkase
challenges of poverty. He dropped out of
high school early when his mother could
no longer afford his school fees. With his duty as first-born son weighing
heavily, he moved alone to Gauteng to find work. He soon completed a
diploma in hotel and catering management from Rand Training College,
and began working his way up to management. Mkase got married; had a
daughter. He had made it – or so he thought.
Then he was retrenched. With no job prospects, Mkase spent months at
home in Tembisa township near Kempton Park. It was one of the most
difficult times of his life, but he remained convinced of his own potential.
One night, Mkase had a visionary idea: he would create an adhesive that
would stick to any surface except skin. “I became fascinated with how
materials bond together and started experimenting with various glue
formulations from scratch – paper to paper, rock to rock, wood to wood,
rock to wood, concrete to tile – until I came up with an original formula that
wouldn’t stick on human skin like other adhesives.”
Even with this breakthrough, Mkase would face a host of other challenges
to get his new invention tested, funded and available to the public. He
persevered and today Makoya Adhesives’ products are available at select
hardware and grocery stores such as Spar, Build It and Midas. Soon, says
Mkase, they will also be available at Pick n Pay stores, Shoprite, Checkers
and petrol stations.
“My advice to other entrepreneurs is that they must believe in their vision
and never allow anyone to deter them,” says Mkase, who attributes his
success to steely resilience and the ability to reinvent himself. He’s now
using his business’ growth as a platform to upskill and employ marginalised
people, particularly youth – both graduates and non-graduates, women and
disabled people: “I want them to have better jobs and, most importantly,
contribute to growing South Africa’s economy.”
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Developing your
internal growth mindset
We love the thought of growth. Growth in ourselves, our client base,
our market share and our profits.
but Jobs was the person they put on stage to announce
new products or technology, because no one else could
communicate his vision with the same passion. His key
success appears to be that before he brought a brilliant
product to market, he opened the way for successful
engagement by firstly, setting himself on fire.

"You never know what results will come from
your ACTION. But if you do nothing, there
will be no results." - Mahatma Gandhi
The founder of Atari, Nolan Bushnell has an action bias
that embraces this axiom: “The critical ingredient is
getting off your butt and doing something. It’s as simple
as that. A lot of people have ideas, but there are few
who decide to do something about them now. Not
tomorrow. Not even next week. But today.
The true entrepreneur is a doer, not a dreamer.”

To achieve this though, one needs to consider how to
develop our own ‘growth mindset' first - not just in terms
of methodologies and strategies. With that in mind, I
have selected quotations from well-known people that
have realised that external growth can only come after
the internal growth mindset has been developed. I want
to focus on certain words or phrases in each of the
quotations.

"Success isn't a result of spontaneous combustion.
You must set yourself on FIRE." - Arnold H. Glasgow
Apple co-founder Steve Jobs is famous in the technology
industry for what’s called his ‘reality distortion field’.
His charismatic personality and ability to get others
to see things his way was so powerful that employees
would attempt to accomplish impossible tasks at his
urging.
Jobs was Apple’s number one salesman and the chief
communicator of Apple’s vision. Apple has whole
departments of marketing and public relations experts,
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In engaging with startups and existing entrepreneurs,
I have observed that this action bias is one of the key
differences between those who appear to stagnate or
have little momentum and those who grow, expand and
succeed. To what degree are you tilting the field in your
favour by building an action bias in yourself and in
your team?

"I like the IMPOSSIBLE. There, the competition
is smaller." - Walt Disney
“It always seems impossible until it’s done.”
- Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela
Kishore Makan, the owner of Exclusive Car Care,
embraces audacious goals. Kishore has two businesses
in Port Elizabeth. One is a transport logistics company
and the other is a car wash business. When he first
mentioned that he was considering the car wash
business, I was doubtful. This industry has many
entrants. Margins are normally low because of
competitive pricing and it seems difficult to have a real
differentiator. He disproved my doubts by applying

the following principles: His unique selling proposition
combined the use of patented cleaning chemicals; drying
with compressed air; and an appeal to the market of
those who love their cars. His innovative approach saw
him building up a ‘fan base’ of over 700 clients within
two years!
This saw him breaking even within the first three
months, quadrupling his turnover within the first year
and securing the business of the vast majority of new
and used car dealers on the adjacent highway.

"To be successful, you have to have your heart
in your business, and your BUSINESS IN YOUR
HEART." - Thomas Watson, former CEO, IBM
Terine Lott-Cupido entered the world of
entrepreneurship quite recently. In a relatively short
time, she has managed to procure a growing client base.
The reason? Perhaps it is because of the unique way she
engages with her clients, combining her expertise and
experience with a true heart for her clients and a focus
on their best interests.
People can make or break your business, and this is
heightened in the small business arena where poor use
of human capital can derail or even shipwreck a startup.
How reassuring then to have a service provider who
models the interests of her clients fully in carrying their
business - in her heart.
Those embracing Thomas Watson’s words may
appreciate this addition: Just showing up to work is not
enough to be successful in your job or your business.
There must be an inner drive full of passion, enthusiasm
and burning desire within you to go above the norm.
Your sense of purpose must be strong as well as your
self-motivation. You gotta wanna! Is your heart in what
you are doing, or not?

"The only thing that I see that is distinctly different
about me, is I'm not afraid to die on a treadmill.
I will not be out-worked, period. You might have
more talent than me, you might be smarter than me,
you might be sexier than me, and you might be all of

those things. But if we get on the treadmill together,
there's two things: You're getting off first, or I'm
going to die. It's really that simple, right? You're not
going to out-work me. It's strictly based on being
outworked; it's strictly based on missing crucial
opportunities. I say all the time if you STAY READY,
you ain't gotta get ready. - Will Smith
Jonathan Reid is an international travel photographer
who has made Will Smith’s quote his own. When he is
onsite in one of the many countries where he shoots, 14
to 16 hour workdays are commonplace. This means, like
Will Smith, this choices and habits have made him more
ready to seize opportunities and stand out.
This focus has seen an increase in the quality and
quantity of his work and positioned him favourably with
businesses buying his services. In his early days, he was
contacted to do a trial shoot around London.
“This happened to be during my school holiday, so
although they only paid me for two days of work, I did
about six. I’m not the most talented photographer, so
I make up for this with hard work and I wanted to grab
this opportunity”.
He carried this momentum into the next shoot: “My
bag was still packed from a previous shoot, so I left for
Amsterdam that afternoon with no production time.
Once again, I over-delivered, working from 5am to sunset
10pm without breaking for lunch. I did the week of work,
arrived back home at 1am and started school at 7am.”

"Follow your passion, be prepared to WORK HARD
and sacrifice, and, above all, and don't let anyone
limit your dreams." - Donovan Bailey
For further thought:
1. Why would you say a growth mind-set is important
in entrepreneurship?
2. Which one area needs your greatest focus?
3. How can you ‘up the hustle’
in this area?

Steve Reid is Director at the Centre for Entrepreneurship at False Bay
College. This article is an extract from his first book: Entreprenacity:
Developing true grit as an entrepreneur. With over 10 years' experience in
leading 2 incubators and working with a broad range of entrepreneurs,
Reid captures their journeys, provides advice on pitching to investors,
and helps focus on the growth and entrepreneurial mindset.
Entreprenacity is available on Amazon Kindle for $3.44.
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How to pivot
in 3 weeks
A local entrepreneur shares
his lessons learnt in having to
rapidly change course.
In early March, I was in California, visiting the campuses
of some of the US’ best universities: Stanford, USC,
UCLA and UC Berkeley. My team and I were marketing
iXperience’s study abroad and internship programmes.
The year was going well: we were on track to host
400 or more students in five locations around the
world. Our product and entire brand revolved around
the transformative power of travel, experiencing new
cultures, and stepping out of your comfort zone.

premium on developing our team with robust tech and
data analytics skills, which paid off in allowing us to
create dynamic data modelling systems that distilled clear
goals that we needed to achieve in different scenarios.
From there, we monitored metrics daily, updating our
models as soon as we got new information. These models
enabled us to make the best possible business decisions,
quickly.

A week later, I was back in South Africa, disconnected
from my team, scared for my parents, and confined to my
home. We had to close our global campuses and refund
around 50% of our students. Our projected 2020 revenue
was exactly $0, and we were quickly running out of cash.

- We realised quickly that cash was going to be king in
this business climate. We analysed all of our expenses
and cut costs at every possible line item in our budget.
We made hard decisions to cut salaries, but by using a
thoughtful approach, where we protected our employees
in the lower salary brackets. We agreed with our staff
that we would pay back the deficits at a time when the
business was able to do so. This would be a board-level
decision.

It would be a lie to say that we acted with certainty
and confidence: what happened after was based on a
lot of discussion, debate, and intuition. The principles
that our team stuck to, however, allowed us to not only
survive, but thrive. We acquired more customers than we
previously projected and we are on track to grow.
There will hopefully be very few crises like this one in
our lifetime. My intention in this article is to share some
of the strategies and habits that we built that I believe
helped stabilise our business and put us in a strong
position for the future.
Our approach to transforming and strengthening the
business through the crisis:

Face the financial reality without fear
• Dynamic scenario planning
- Because the world was so uncertain, we had to map out
many scenarios. What was the possible worst case? US
shutdown, economic collapse, border closures?
We then mapped out the P&L (profit and loss) forecasts
for each of these scenarios. We have always placed a
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• Aggressive cash preservation

We ensured that we created a sensible refund strategy
for our customers while maintaining the brand integrity.
Doing this required a very hands-on approach, to the
extent that senior staff rolled up their sleeves and
physically got on the phone with parents and students
alike – in the end we were able to satisfy 98% of our
customers.

Use the crisis to improve the culture and
invent new ways of working.
• A radically new way of managing goals
- We completely reinvented our existing goal-driven
system to adapt to the rapidly changing environment.
Broader quarterly goals were replaced with two-week
sprints that allowed for a narrower focus on each goal
and an increased ability to change focus.
- We emphasised the fact that our dire situation
required a new level of commitment from our team and

entrenched this expectation into our culture – everyone
was given the space to step up and was recognised for
their contribution.

Communication was increased a hundredfold
and we were not scared of the truth.
- Suddenly being in a remote environment was a shocking
change to our normal way of communication. We
stripped our existing communication channels down to
their essentials, localising communication over fewer
platforms to increase front-of-mind and team-wide
transparency. Leadership was encouraged to overcommunicate to bolster information flow; there was no
such thing as too many emails or messages.

could use our size and agility as a strength, to launch,
market, and build new programmes at a rapid speed.
While universities were still discussing how to take
existing classes online, we completely revamped and
optimised our programmes for the new Remote world in
a few weeks. This meant we could focus on collecting
more of what was truly important: data and customer
insights. We adjusted our marketing strategy and took
advantage of the panic left by the slow decision-making
process of universities to acquire 500 students for our
programmes (now online instead of in-person), a 25%
increase from our pre-COVID projections.

Listen, learn, take time and space to imagine.
- In times of crisis, sitting and thinking might seem like
a waste of time. But humans are most creative when
they’re relaxed, having fun, and filled with a sense of
possibility, not doom. We took the time to listen to
thought leaders we respected and do our research on
how the world would change. Get a good sense of new
trends emerging and align your strategy with them.

Involve the entire team in the brainstorm.

Reaffirm the mission and the why of the
business.

-The education system seemed to be (and still is) under
immense pressure and we believe that the entire system
is getting ready for a shift. Universities and students
are being forced to learn online and new technology
to enable this is emerging. In positioning our products
for that shift, we invited the entire team to join in the
brainstorm and critique each other’s ideas. This has the
dual impact of strengthening the culture, giving everyone
a sense that they were important, and reaffirming our
mission, while generating useful insights for the product
team to build upon.

- The staff must believe in your product and the impact
it has on customers. We reinforced this by highlighting
the impact our product has on our customers’ lives, and
ensured that our people knew that even times are tough,
the work we are doing is having a positive impact in the
world. We even had video testimonials from alumni to
foster motivation and bring home the why.

COVID-19 has forced us all to be more adaptable,
open and receptive. Our internships are now digital,
giving students cutting-edge, real-life experience, which
enhances employability. By pivoting, we have fortified
our business with a blended physical and virtual model,
which is built to scale and meet the demands of the new
global education economy.

- Transparency was scary and very honest. Salary cuts,
finances and student numbers were made transparent
across the whole company. When people were
retrenched, we spoke about it honestly. We believed that
we had to focus on building trust, and this could only be
achieved by not hiding anything.

Transport yourself to the future and build for
the new reality.
• Do an internal inventory on your strengths and what
you have.
- We’re not a large education company with a huge
operation and cash reserves. But we realised that we

Aaron Fuchs is CEO of iXperience
that offers study abroad and
internship programmes, designed to
develop the skills and knowledge
to prepare students for their careers.
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PLAN your success
It takes proper planning to make your business vision a reality.
It’s no secret that in order to succeed in life, there
has to be some sort of plan. This obviously applies to
business success as well. In fact, I would even go so
far as to say that the ‘devil is in the detail’. The more
information and detail in the plan, the more you can
‘measure’ whether you are on the right track, and the
likely it is to succeed. If “Cash is King!” then “Clarity
must be Queen!”
The problem of course is that many folk have no
idea what needs to go into a plan. This statement is
evidenced by the many failed businesses around us,
often simply because individuals have failed to make
plans or set goals of any kind.
Here are some guidelines and a ‘checklist’ to help you
plan properly for business success:

■ VISION
Your vision, of course, is your dream or your intention.
It is the ultimate goal. It could be something as
dramatic as having your particular product in every
home in the country by xxxx date, or as simple as
providing training to 5 SMME’s (small, medium, micro
enterprises) on a monthly basis.
What it should also include is the “what” and the
“why”; What kind of product and why it should be in
every household, or what kind of training and why it
will make a difference.

■ MISSION STATEMENT
For me, the mission statement is a simple plan on
the ‘how to’ achieve your vision. How do you intend
getting your product into every household. How do
you intend getting the SMME’s to sign up for your
training. At this stage I wouldn’t go too in-depth, but
rather have the basics down. The details can be fleshed
out as and when you get to the information that you
need.
At this point it is also a good idea to start getting your
figures in place – the budgets. Number crunching is not
always as difficult as we seem to think it is – just start
with the basics. The finer details will come.
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■ CULTURE STATEMENT
As business consultant, often when I ask this particular
question I am met with confused looks as well as the
question: “The what…?” Every business needs a culture.
As much as we are the ‘masters of our own destiny,’ we
also need to set the course about the type of culture
we want our business to have. The way that you choose
to deal with customers, suppliers and your staff will
largely affect the type of culture that your business will
become. It may be that the culture is determined by
external factors such as ethnic or religious influences,
but it is mostly our ethics that influence the culture of
the company.
“Who we are”, our ethics and business ‘morals’, is what
attracts people to do business with us.

■ GOALS
Whether we realise it or not, we all have goals – some
of them are really simple and we make them without
even thinking, for instance “I need to get to work by
08h30am this morning”. Of course that is a goal. Is it
one that you need to write down? Not necessarily.
But some goals can quite difficult and complicated. Or
rather, we make them overly difficult and complicated.
For me the easiest way to put my goals into perspective
is to break them down into bite size chucks. Where
do I want to be in a year, or three years or even five
years? That’s the end goal. Then break it down into the
components: What do I need to do to get there? How
long will that take me? Once you have written all of that
down, it is easier to set goals with (realistic) time lines,
be those timelines in hours, days, weeks, months or
even years.

Many businesses that
have failed were because
individuals had neglected
to make plans or set
goals of any kind.
Here’s a simple example. I want to paint my home
and I want it done in 6 months’ time (the end result).
How many rooms are there? In which order will I paint
the rooms? What has to be done before I can paint
(preparation)? What materials do I need? How long
will each room take (preparing the walls, covering or
moving furniture). What has to be done once the room
has been painted (clean-up and uncovering and moving
furniture, etc.).
Now that I have an idea of all the tasks that must be
done, I can assign a reasonable time frame to each. If I
stick to them, I can complete my task within the time
period that I have given myself. If for whatever reason,
I cannot stick to my time frames, I must adjust my
‘end result’, if that is what is required. The point being:
I have documented my goal and set a plan in place in
order to achieve my goal. I can measure myself at every
step along the way and see how I am doing.
In the same way and in every aspect of your business,
this simple type of goal setting and planning can be
implemented to ensure that you achieve whatever it is
that you wish to do.
Now let’s look at some of the practical guidelines that
can be used by SMME’s to plan for the success of their
business.

■ ORGANISATIONAL CHART
Contrary to popular belief, an organisational chart
is not just about knowing which staff reports into
which departments, or which individuals head up the
various departments. Having a proper organisational
chart makes it that much easier for business owners to
visualise the company with all its various divisions and
compartments.
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This in turn makes it easier to put strategy and
infrastructure in place. It also allows business owners
to respond to changing markets, trends and seize
opportunities a lot faster and more effectively. Having
a plan or chart clearly visible has a great impact, and is
much more valuable than merely a “thought or idea” that
is kept only in the mind.
The organisational chart also means that intensions
are clear and well defined. This makes it a lot easier to
communicate these intentions to your staff.

■ POSITIONAL CONTRACTS
Although all staff needs to have their own contracts,
having contracts that are specific to a position is always
a good thing. Apart from the fact that the staff member
concerned will be under no misconception about
what their role in the company is, the business owner
also gets to define that particular role and make their
expectations clear.
The easiest way for me (and I suspect that this
is standard practice) is to start at the top of the
organisational chart and work your way downwards.
Remember of course to have the list of requirements for
each task/position readily at hand and make sure that
your expectations and requirements are clear.

■ KPI'S
KPI’s of course are “Key Performance Indicators” and
they are how the performance of each staff member is
to be measured. The old adage still rings true: “If you
can’t measure, you can’t manage it!” The best way to set
those measurements and implement them is in the KPI’s
or job descriptions. That way, as the business owner,
your intention is made clear from the start and the
consequences of not meeting your expectation are also
documented.

Just ensure that when
you hire someone
for a position, that
they are capable
of performing the
required task. Else
you will be responsible
for setting them up
for failure. You, as the
business owner, have a
responsibility for ensuring
that the person you hire
is qualified and capable of
doing the work.

■ HOW-TO MANUALS
If you have staff, it is of the utmost importance
to document the ‘how to’ of fulfilling their duties/
assigned tasks. This ensures that things get done
properly and consistently, and will also provide you with
something to measure their performance by.
Documenting the ‘how-to’ will also remove all sorts of
emotional issues like (but not limited to) “but I thought
you meant” or “I thought I would do it like this today”
or my personal favourite “But I always do it like this!”
Instructions that are simple and clear provide the
groundwork for work that is correctly and timeously
performed, leaving little room for error, oversight and
excuses.
Business owners too should have checklists for
themselves, and measure themselves accordingly.
So, there you have it – the basic plans that you should
have in place as you venture out into the world of
Business Owner. Don’t forget to check your plans and
goals on a regular basis though – not only to see that
you are still going in the right direction, but also to ‘tick
off’ your accomplishments as and when you realise
them. Then of course there are always the little ‘tweaks’
that need to be done as you change direction due to
market trends and legislative requirements.
Good luck on your business venture and don’t forget to
always have fun along the way.

Nikki Viljoen is an Internal
Auditor and Business
Administration Specialist. Email
nikki@viljoenconsulting. co.za or
visit: viljoenconsulting.co.za
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FEATURED OPPORTUNITY

Find your franchise fit
The Franchise Co. is a franchise
management specialist company
that owns and manages a diverse
range of established and popular
south African franchises, offering
a wide range of franchises in
multiple sectors.
Over the last decade, we have successfully
acquired a collection of franchises across
a spectrum of sectors, including medical,
accommodation, retail, restaurants, fast food,
health & beauty, IT, financial and construction.
Our reputation as franchise management
specialists soon resulted in external entrepreneurs
and investors approaching us to be part of their
success story.
By understanding the applicable market trends
and continuously analyzing potential business
risks and opportunities, we have built a
reputation of being excellent at acquiring ideally
located and sustainable franchises at the best
entry prices and ensuring your and our company
business stability.
Our management team consists of highly skilled,
actively involved members with decades of
experience in business operations, management,
financial and funding, and franchising. Their
passion, dedication and knowledge form the
cornerstones of our business.
It is the continuous growth, coupled with the
skills, knowledge, experience, and networks of
The Franchise Co. team which are credited with
the unique opportunity herewith presenting a
true turn-key business solution.
• Expenses, overhead, sales and financial
models’ control systems.
• Continues product and brand development.
• Internal training and continues upskilling on
all staff.
• Promoting and Marketing the Brand, Menu
Items, Specials and Promotions.
• Ensuring client satisfaction and much more.
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Our fast-food, restaurant and retail market include
the following successful and unique brands:

■ BLACKSTEER has been providing South African with

deliciously meaty meals since 1963, making it a truly legendary
South African brand.

■ CHESANYAMA is a franchise enterprise which brings the

local butcher to your doorstep. Serving you the best matured
A-grade meats, flamed-grilled in our open-plan kitchen, escorted
by our secret traditional pap and sauce or freshly cut chips.

■ Through great tasting food and our South African heritage,

MIKE’S KITCHEN has been creating memorable family
experiences since the very beginning. The first Mike’s Kitchen,
brainchild of our founder Mike lllion, was opened in Greenside,
Johannesburg on the 17th September 1972.

■ EIGHT TO THE LOUNGE is the culmination of

sophistication. Think sultry tunes, world-class cuisine, and
exclusive dining. Located in Grey Owl Shopping Centre,
Midstream, our restaurant will be the measure by which the
bar is set.

■ YUMMY FISH & CHIPS is a newly established fast-food
brand that offers a variety of meals to the consumer at
exceptional prices made from the highest quality.

■ At YAMI FAMILY FOOD AND FUN RESTAURANTS our

focus is to create a restaurant experience that brings families
and friends together. Yami offers a unique, fresh, and exciting
experience that is both different and new, yet very satisfying
compared to the traditional look and feel sit down restaurant
experience currently available within your area.

■ YAMI PIZZA is a proudly South African brand, new in the
market, offering deliciously different pizza that will for sure
satisfy those pizza cravings. The pizzas are available in both
traditional and unique Yami Pizza style recipes in both thick
and thin bases.

■ Like any truly South African tale, ZEBRO’S story started

many years ago around a fire, with good conversation and
chicken pieces braaied to perfection on smoking hot coals.
If you are passionate about food and would like to join a
winning team, why not open a Franchise, and let our proven
success formula work for you.
For more information on any franchise opportunities,
visit our website at www.thefranchiseco.co.za or
email: marketing@tfcop.co.za.

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY

Create your own business
success story
Lucrative paint manufacturing and retail business opportunity.
The South African paint manufacturing market is a wellestablished industry that contributes approximately
R11.7bn to the local economy and provides employment
for over 13 000 employees. In recent years the
industry has experienced a boom with technological
mechanization along with greater market penetration
due to infrastructural development. With rising costs in
the retail paint industry, Paint Factory Solutions presents
an excellent opportunity to manufacture and retail
affordable quality products for residential and commercial
end-users.

model incorporates all aspects from initial start-up to the
manufacturing process, through to retail.

Empowering Entrepreneurs

Support from a strong team

The objective of Paint Factory Solutions is to provide
entrepreneurs and experienced business owners with
a profitable turnkey business solution which has been
successfully used for other investors. The comprehensive

With 14 factories up and running, co-founders Adriaan
and Johaliza Potgieter have over a period spanning two
decades become turnkey business development and
activation specialists.
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Set-up Cost
Three packages are available starting from R120 000.
Packages include manufacturing equipment, start-up raw
materials, paint formulas, comprehensive training, as well
as assistance with site selection. Branding, packaging
design and online advertising is also provided to achieve
your brand’s awareness and initiate market penetration
campaigns.

Adriaan is a business developer with extensive
manufacturing experience and a flair for project
management. He has developed paint formulations
and manufacturing processes into a turnkey business
model for investors to able to produce a range of
price-competitive quality products for a market with
considerable demand.
Johaliza’s vast interior decorating and consulting
portfolio provides her with a wealth of insight into
end-user paint preferences and product decision
making processes. With her expertise and knowledge
she will assist you with the layout design of your store
to effectively achieve sales.
A Prospectus is available on request.
Kindly email Adriaan at paintfactory@mweb.co.za
or paintfactorysolutions@gmail.com.
linkedin.com/company/paint-factory-solutions
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FEATURED OPPORTUNITY

Snap-on
to this great
opportunity
Invest in a brand that has now been in existence
for 100 years, and renowned for delivering personalised,
professional service - right at the customer's place of work.
Snap-on Incorporated is a leading global innovator,
manufacturer and marketer of tools, diagnostic and
equipment solutions for professional tool users. Since
1920, when Snap-on first developed the interchangeable
socket wrench, the name “Snap-on” has been recognised
as the leader in providing the finest quality tools and
equipment for the professional technician. Snap-on first
entered the international arena in 1931 and today has a
presence in over 130 countries around the globe.
During this time, Snap-on pioneered and perfected
the idea of direct sales to technicians, right at their
place of business, while providing credit programmes
so they could purchase the tools that would build their
business. The company still does that today, and as
a leading marketer of tool and equipment solutions,
Snap-on provides aspiring business owners with an
opportunity to partner with a financially strong company
with an outstanding reputation for quality, service and
innovation.
If you are seriously considering an investment in a
business, give yourself the benefit of starting with an
established industry leader, and join the over 4500
dealers worldwide that represent the Snap-on brand
of high-quality merchandise.

What's on offer
Snap-on dealers are offered the opportunity to purchase
high-quality tools manufactured and distributed by
Snap-on at a discount from suggested retail prices,
and to re-sell those products at recommended prices.
Dealers call on their customers each week within an
allocated territory, which include a wide variety of
businesses such as auto dealerships, independent repair
shops, auto-electricians, body shops and others. Dealers
need to have a suitable van (approved by Snap-on
Africa) with the Snap-on designed tool display area to
encourage impulse buying. This “Showroom on wheels”
also allows you to take products right to your customer’s
place of business and deliver that personalised,
professional service associated with the Snap-on brand.
A successful Snap-on dealership requires hard work,
planning and the development of personal relationships
with customers. As a Snap-on dealer, you will enjoy a
professional and respected position in the tool industry
with good income potential.

Support to succeed
One of the most important steps in getting a new
business off to a good start is training. After a
rigorous week in the classroom learning the basics
of the business, new dealers will be assigned a Sales
Development Manager (SDM) and a Diagnostic Sales
Developer (DSD). The SDM or DSD accompanies dealers
on their route for an initial period of two to three weeks,
to assist with training in the day-to-day aspects of the
business. During this in-territory training period the
SDM or DSD covers sales training, product knowledge,
van display, credit programme management, policies and
procedures and record keeping.
The good news is that the training doesn’t stop there;
the SDM &/or DSD continue with ongoing support,
holding regular Field Group Meetings to discuss all
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aspects of the business; including new initiatives,
promotional programmes, and developing product
knowledge.

Getting the word out
Snap-on spends thousands of Rands each year to
promote Snap-on products and the Snap-on brand
through sales and marketing campaigns. However,
unlike many companies that charge their dealers
an additional fee for advertising, Snap-on provides
advertising and promotions as part of its service. Some
of the promotional arenas that the Snap-on marketing
department is involved in includes media and trade
publications, sales contests and promotions, promotional
products, weekly promotions backed up by electronic
marketing material and printed summaries of items on
promotion once a month. These are all designed to help
dealers grow their business; with Head Office realising
that their own success as a company depends on the
success of its dealers.
A strategically planned DEMO VAN programme exists
currently, and is available to participating Dealers to
show case other Snap-on product to their customers
that they wouldn’t ordinarily have available in their own
stock holding.
Dealers have the opportunity to invite their customers
to regular seminars to learn from experts in the field of
diagnostics and to expose their customers to the latest
range of Snap-on diagnostic and similar equipment.
The investment cost of a Snap-on dealership depends
on one’s circumstances and there are a few options
available. However, the minimum amount of cash
available to invest must be no less than R150 000.
Applicants must also have their own panel vans.
A Sales Development Manager (SDM) will
explain costs, panel van preferences,
and options available
at an initial meeting.

With many unique features that sets it apart from
other opportunities on the market (including being an
established company with a comprehensive product line,
on-going training and assistance, financing and credit
assistance programmes), a Snap-on mobile dealership is
well worth investigating.

What type of person is a Snap-on
Dealership suited to?
Like all owner-operated businesses, it requires a
highly motivated individual to make a success of this
opportunity, and although a person who is technically
savvy and has sales experience could be better suited
to this business, this is by no means a pre-requisite.
Support in the form of a family member to assist with
the everyday running of the business, and perhaps
the book-keeping and reporting side would also be an
advantage.

What expansion opportunities are
available?
The owner of a successfully run Snap-on dealership can
apply for a second territory. This is quite common in
other countries where the dealership is well established.
It is not uncommon for the original business owner to
have invested in a second territory for a family member
or sibling. This option would need to be considered very
carefully and in collaboration and with final approval by
Snap-on management.
Contact the Business Manager on 031 569 7637
or 082 4444 801 , email: biz@snapon.co.za,
or visit: www.snapon.co.za
for more information.

Buying a business is a
serious undertaking and
a decision that must not
be rushed. That is why
Snap-on makes no excuses
for having a lengthy application
programme that not only includes
a number of meetings, but also a
minimum of three days spent with
existing dealers in their territories.
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FEATURED OPPORTUNITY

We are giving away
R5 million in Agencies
and Opportunities
Traditional and alternative healers join forces with
Medicinal Cannabis to create 1 500 free online shop agencies.
Lockdown has created a boom in working from home,
and this new super-group has come up with a simple idea
that shares its profits. An online shop is being opened
where all South Africans can get help with buying natural
healing remedies from Grandma’s old remedies to
modern-day medicinal Cannabis.
• Online Sales Working from home: A Direct Sale Agent
(DSA) is being appointed absolutely FREE in EVERY area –
over 1 500 of them. They will be trained to give advice on
what products to use on everything from acne to serious
illnesses with their customers ordering via the online shop.
Complete DSA Application form HERE.   
• Sole Agency opportunity: A fantastic opportunity
exists for 150 suitable applicants to become Sole Agents
for a major area who will look after and supply groups of
online DSA’s there. You can start on a part-time basis with
a ready-made sales team. We have over 170 products
and you need as little as R29 900 to secure an Agency
worth almost R150 000.
The next step is to ask any questions or complete the
Sole Agency Application form HERE.
Click to watch these short YouTube videos to see how
these unique opportunities will work:
•

Everyone starts here: OVERVIEW

•

HOW THE PRODUCTS WORK

•

Sole Agents profits

•

The Opportunity and cost

The Cannabis Institute
supplies South Africa’s first
eLearning courses to cover all
aspects of the Cannabis Industry. Fully accredited to SAQA
and merSETA. A career in Cannabis starts here. Courses
from R1 500. Visit www.TheCannabisInstitute.co.za.
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MONEY MATTERS

Ways to

pay yourself
There are four ways that the owner of a company can take money
out of their business, and all four have different tax implications.
When you become a small business owner, one of the
most important concepts to wrap your head around
fast is that you and your business are two separate legal
entities as far as the taxman is concerned. This means
that from the perspective of SARS, there are two legal
entities to tax.
This can be used to your advantage if you are the owner
of the business and work in the business as well. You can
distribute your company profits and personal earnings in
such a way as to legally pay the least amount of tax.
There are four ways that the owner of a company
can take money out of their company and all four
have different tax implications. An important point
to remember when dealing with all four, is that if you
remove money from the company in the form of an
expense, it reduces the company profit and therefore
reduces the company’s tax – but it increases yours.
Let us look at the implications of all four:
1. DRAWINGS

You can opt to simply draw lump sums from the business
as and when you need them and without declaring an
official salary. This is normally referred to as “Drawings”
by an accountant.
Typically, these amounts are allocated to your loan
account in the business and therefore they do not affect
the company’s profit. This means that you are removing
cash from the company but with no benefit to the
company in terms of company income tax but it also
means that you have not officially “earned” any income.
Since these amounts are sitting in your loan account,
they are due back to the company and are not officially
yours.
Practical example:

• Total tax paid: R56 000
• Nett income received by you personally: R100 000
What is very important to remember here is that you are
increasing your loan account with this option. You will
eventually have to return this money to the company drawings are not officially yours.
2. DIRECTOR'S FEES

Director’s Fees are similar to drawings in that you
are not declaring an official salary. However, the big
difference is the fact that Director’s Fees are declared as
an expense in the business and are considered income
for you. Therefore you do have the benefit of reducing
the company’s income tax with this option, but you
increase your own.
You need to remember that you are responsible for
declaring this income to SARS and paying the relevant
income tax – not the company. You will not receive an
IRP5 at the end of the year and the company will not
make PAYE payments on your behalf. Instead, you are
required to register with SARS as a provisional taxpayer
and make sure that you pay the correct amount of tax
over to them every six months. If you opt to go with
this option, make sure you are also making monthly
provisions for your income tax – otherwise it can be
fairly challenging to come up with the lump sum due to
SARS every August and February!
Practical example:
• Your business makes R200 000 profit before
calculating your Fees. You decide to claim R100 000 for
the year, this reduces the business profit to R100 000.
• The business is going to pay tax on R100 000.
At 28% this comes to R28 000.

• Your business makes R200 000 profit before
calculating your drawings. You decide to draw R100 000.

• If you have no other income for the year, your personal
income tax on R100 000 is R3 042.

• The business is still going to pay tax on R200 000.
At 28% this comes to R56 000.

• Nett income received by you personally: R96 958.
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• Total tax paid: R31 042.

3. DECLARE A SALARY

Like Director’s Fees, an official salary reduces your
company profit and subsequently your company’s
income tax. A salary also increases your personal
income and therefore increases your personal income
tax. It is important to note, that SARS treats allowances
and benefits as though they are salaries in terms of
tax. So if you think you can reduce your personal tax
by paying yourself a “Cellphone Allowance” or a “Travel
Allowance”, think again and make sure you chat to a tax
expert before you set up your payslip.
However, an administrative benefit of this is that with an
official salary, your company now becomes responsible
for declaring your income and your tax to SARS. Your
company will register with SARS as an employer and will
deduct and pay over your PAYE every month instead
of you having to pay over huge chunks of tax every six
months. The company will also be required to issue you
with an IRP5 and will send this info to SARS on your
behalf.
Practical example:
• Your business makes R200 000 profit before salaries.
You decide to claim R100 000 for the year, and a
cellphone allowance of R500 per month. This reduces
the business profit to R94 000.
• The business is going to pay tax on R94 000 at 28%,
this comes to R26 320.
• If you have no other income for the year, your personal
income tax on R106 000 is R4 122.
• Total tax paid: R30 442.
• Nett income received by you personally: R101 878.
In the case of all three (drawings, Director’s fees and a
salary), your personal income tax is calculated according
to SARS’ tax tables for the current tax year. You must
always remember that ALL of your income is added
together by SARS to determine which tax bracket
you fall into. So if you are earning a salary from one
business and taking fees from another, you need to add
both incomes together when you calculate your tax for
the year on your provisional tax returns. This is more
important than it sounds because if your fees are high
enough, they could push you into another tax bracket.
This means that the PAYE deducted off your salary is
actually not high enough and you will need to pay the
difference on your provisional tax return.
4. DIVIDENDS

Dividends are essentially the way the company
distributes its profits to its shareholders. As the owner of
the company you have a right to partake in the company’s

profit, and you and any other shareholders can decide
how much of the profit you want to distribute.
Dividends are taxed at a flat rate of 20% which doesn’t
sound too bad, until you realise that they can only be
declared after the company has paid income tax on its
profits. This means that dividends are essentially taxed
twice – once as company profit, and then again as a
dividend.
Practical example:
• Your business makes R200 000 profit before salaries.
You decide to claim R100 000 salary for the year,
reducing business profit to R100 000.
• The business is going to pay tax on R100 000.
At 28% this comes to R28 000.
• If you have no other income for the year, your personal
income tax on R100 000 is R3 042.
• The business now has an after-tax profit of R72 000
and you decide to pay yourself a dividend of R50 000.
• The tax on your dividend is R10 000.
• Total tax paid: R41 042.
• Nett income received by you personally: R136 958.
Since you pay tax on a sliding scale while a company
nearly always pays tax at a flat rate of 28%, it is possible
to reduce your overall tax bill by declaring more salary
for yourself in a year – but only as long as your personal
tax stays below 28%.
If you find Income Tax and its implications scary or
confusing then don’t be embarrassed - you are not
alone! It is worthwhile considering the services of a
registered tax consultant – even if you just want their
advice in the planning phase. A decent tax consultant is
always worth what they charge and they will be more
than happy to help you in the planning phase and then
leaving you to do your own tax returns without tying
you down into a long-term contract you can’t afford.
An added bonus, is that their services are a deductible
expense that reduces your tax!
(If you have a tax matter that is worrying you,
you are welcome to email me for advice!
Email: info@thepharsyde.com)

Tamryn Dicks is a SAIBA
Business Accountant and a SAIT
Tax Practitioner. Her company,
Pharsyde Accounting, offers payroll,
bookkeeping, accounting and tax
services to small business owners.
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MARKETING

Think
context
before
content

So much online content
falls short of achieving
engagement. Why is that?
Let's learn from Nando's...
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What makes Nando’s so relatable on social media? Apart from
that fiery personality, the fact that they speak to relevant topics
is key to their success. Instead of bombarding us with unsolicited
ads of how tasty their chicken is or the latest specials, they
find a way to include themselves in hot and sometimes daring
conversations.
Even when faced with a negative review, instead of getting the
robotic “Dear valued customer, we have escalated your concern
to.. blah blah blah” type responses, they find a way to ‘lighten
the mood’ in a personal and relatable manner. Many brands
fail to achieve this type of success online, because they don’t
understand the power of context in the world of content.

Context is king. Content is the prince.
We’ve all heard the saying that content is king. But is
it really? If content marketing was simple, everybody
would get it right. How many other brands do you know
that has a huge active social media following? I’m not
talking having a million Facebook likes. I’m talking about
comments, 1000’s of retweets and engagement. What
makes Nando’s content strategy so simple is that they
speak to people as people, and don’t have a David vs
Goliath or Company vs Customer type relationship. All
this can be attributed to context.
To succeed with content you have to understand the
context in which you are communicating. For instance,
Twitter is a platform where everybody feels that they
can have an opinion. As an example, a few months ago
a customer went to a local celebrity’s restaurant, ate her
meal, and even took a selfie with the guy. Only to get
home and post the selfie accompanied by a negative
review about the food. If this customer was genuinely
unhappy, she could have told the person to his face
when they were taking selfies. However, she was looking
for attention and chose to post her opinion on Twitter.
Things like these wouldn’t fly when it comes to Nando’s.
They are quick, witty and bold enough to call out the
B.S! They understand the type of personality they need
to have in order to use every tweet and conversation as
an opportunity to further the brand itself. It is evident
that they focus more on context instead of obsessing on
content. Their strategy is simple. They understand South
Africans and speak to them as such.

Key factors to understand context:

1

TIMING

Nando’s always speaks on relevant topics, whether
it’s current affairs, politics, sports… you know they will
have something smart to say. Timing is everything. They
have their finger on the pulse. So even though they use
every tweet as an advert, it’s not so obvious because
it’s more conversational. It’s not the same as a “Get the
streetwise 2 today for only…” randomly as you scroll
through your phone.

2

AUDIENCE

3

LOCATION

Understanding your audience is super important.
This may sound simple, but you’d be surprised how
many people get this wrong. Living in a country as
diverse as ours, it is so important to understand that
there is a vast amount of cultural cues that you can use
to your advantage. When you read Nando’s tweets, you
feel that you are being spoken to by a person. More
importantly, that person feels like a friend. Someone you
might know. Not a corporation.

Even though you are not speaking to your
customers physically, you have to try and understand
where they might be, i.e. the platform you are
communicating on when you put out content. Don’t
only think of content in terms of videos and images that
were professionally crafted. Sometimes simple dm’s and
comments are part of your content too. That beautifully
shot advert might be running on the wrong platform at
the wrong time. You may save costs by simply being as
approachable as Nando’s.
I don’t know if you picked it up, but the above answers 3
out of the 5 marketing communications questions: Who
(audience), Where (Location) and When (timing).
Now your job is to craft the right messages to answer
what (objective) and why you are communicating in the
first place.
Most online content falls short, because there’s no real
goal beyond trying to get more followers. Big brands
spend huge budgets running sponsored ads that don’t
achieve much in the form of engagement for them..
Content isn’t new, but with digital, the context has
become more important than the actual content itself.

Katlego Thulare is Brand
Consultant at So On Media.
www.soonmedia.co.za
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Harness hyper-personalisation
with 3 data-collection methods
In today's 'noisy' online
sphere, the best way to
differentiate your business is
by delivering a personalised
experience. After all, the
first rule of marketing is
knowing your audience.
By speaking to your stakeholders using
language and content they relate to and
are interested in, you can increase your
following and drive sales.
But this kind of personalisation becomes
difficult to manage as your business grows.
How do you personalise and deliver
customised content to a large, broad,
and varied customer base? This is where
hyper-personalisation becomes a key tool.
It uses real-time data analytics, artificial
intelligence, and automation to give readers valuable
content that’s relevant to each of their interests and
their stage in the purchasing journey – with no extra
effort from you. It’s the next evolution of personalised
marketing.
This need not be a difficult (or expensive) undertaking
either. By embracing the following three ways of
collecting and using data, your business can add
significant value to your customer journey, ensuring you
deliver engaging, impactful content to all your users.

METHOD #1:
Ask clients for their information
Asking customers to share their information in
subscription forms, surveys, and competitions may be
slower to collect than the methods we discuss below,
but this is usually what gets your foot in the door. For
example, to start personalising your messaging at a basic
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level, all you need is an email address and a first name.
As you collect more data over time, you can use this
kind of information to personalise newsletters, share
loyalty point balances, and send messages on customers’
birthdays.
When you have thousands of contacts in your database,
this customisation can be enhanced even further.
A general email newsletter sent to the entire customer
base, for instance, is too broad to be relevant to each
contact. Here, you can segment your customers into
smaller ‘micro-audiences’ using fields in your database,
like gender, age group, geographic location, and
interests. By sending messages that are only relevant
to these specific audiences, you can prevent sending a
women’s shoe promo to male customers, or back-toschool messaging to retirees.
Then there’s dynamic content. This enables you to
create and send one mailer containing multiple content

sections, each programmed with its own ‘if statement’
to send only to specific audiences. For example, section
one of the email can be a general introduction to
everyone, sections two and three may be relevant to
female and male customers respectively, while sections
five and six can each be personalised by home city, and
so on. This ensures that each recipient only receives the
section relevant to them and you save time on creating
multiple emails for different audiences.

METHOD #2:
Track and record behaviour
Next, you can collect data on your customers by tracking
their behaviour. This can include how they respond to
emails, how they interact with your landing page, and
which links they click in your messaging. This enables
you to send follow-up messages or send them on
automated email journeys based on the content or
products they engage with.
This also informs you on how to adapt the customer
journey as they engage with you. If they go down a
certain path, send information that’s relevant to them.
If they change their interests? Adapt, moving them on a
new communication journey.
For customers who haven’t responded to your
messaging for a while, try sending them targeted reengagement content or specialised deals to whet their
appetite for your services and products again. If they
engage, examine what caught their interest and build on
that.

METHOD #3:
Integrate with external systems
The third data-collection method that you can use to
hyper-personalise content is integrating with external
systems, like your CRM or ecommerce platform. This
helps you to gather additional data from that system,
like where customers are in their journeys, how they’re
interacting with those touchpoints, and what additional
interests they may have.
For example, if an ecommerce shopping cart is left
abandoned, you can send a reminder message or a

This need not be a difficult
(or expensive) undertaking.
By embracing these ways of
collecting and using data, your
business can add significant
value to your customer journey.
discount on some of the products in their cart.
You can also send a customised newsletter based on the
items a customer has in their wish list and notify them
when certain products become available or are on sale.
In software or digital apps, you can track how customers
are using your technology. For clients who are using
features well, you can auto-trigger a request for them
to write a review or invite them to share information
for a case study. For features that customers aren’t
using as much, you can trigger an email educating them
about that specific feature or asking for feedback to
understand why they’re not using it.
Overall, the critical advantage of embarking on a hyperpersonalisation journey is that you can be very specific
about what you offer certain clients - delivering a rich
personal experience to customers at scale. The more
hyper-personalised your content is, the more customers
look forward to receiving it, the more personally aligned
to the brand they feel, and the more brand advocates
you create as you go.
In an increasingly competitive retail and business
environment, hyper-personalisation can become the allimportant differentiator for savvy marketing teams and
business owners – providing authentic value to
each stakeholder along the way.

Candice Lee is Senior Digital
Copywriter at Everlytic.
She produces and publishes copy for
marketing, internal departments,
help guides and software.
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Working together, apart
Negotiating work-from-home employment contracts.
The past few months have seen many changes in
how we live, work and interact. The corporate space
in particular has been hit the hardest with regards to
operations, logistics, human resources and remote work
capabilities. The days ahead remain somewhat sketchy,
but the fact of the matter is that adjustments in how
companies need to operate is a reality and whilst some
businesses will go back to business as usual, others will
have to adopt and adapt to a new way of doing things.
What is important going forward for both employers
and employees, is to amicably and fairly navigate this
new way of working - to reach mutually agreeable and
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legal agreements so as to benefit both parties.
“Contracts need to be re-worked to effectively and
productively accommodate what will inevitably be
the ‘new norm’ when it comes to the corporate work
environment,” says PJ Veldhuizen, MD of boutique law
firm Gillan & Veldhuizen Inc.

Employers playing big brother
There are several work-from-home monitoring tools and
surveillance apps that track and monitor how much time
a remote worker spends on a specific task or site. This
‘big brother’ approach has raised some privacy concerns

Working remotely will require
some adjustments to exisiting
and new contracts to clearly
define the expectations and
responsibilities for employees
who work from home.

agreement that is measurable and within reason needs
to be drawn up to protect both parties.
Working remotely will require some adjustments to
exisiting and new contracts that clearly define the
expectations and responsibilities for employees who
work from home. Amendments or additions to consider
would be:
• Tailoring of standard contract clauses;
• including a work-from-home policy if not already
stipulated that defines scope of work, office hours,
meetings, monitoring tools, etc;

and questions as to whether this is legal or appropriate.
“The short answer is yes, if done right and with the
employee’s consent,” says Veldhuizen. As to whether it is
appropriate or not is up to debate though, he adds.
From an employer’s perspective there are several
reasons for adopting this approach - the most obvious
being to monitor staff productivity and to make sure
workers are doing what they’re supposed to be doing.
The less apparent reasons would be for employers to
protect themselves against possible lawsuits, to maintain
the integrity of hardware and software from malicious
cyber-activity, and to protect intellectual property, such
as trade secrets or client lists.

• Special insurance arrangements;

Another factor to consider is that if the equipment
belongs to the employee, then the employer cannot
access information on that equipment without
an agreement or court order. However, if data is
transmitted via the company network, the employer
may have access to – and therefore be able to review any and all information with the appropriate policies in
place. “The fact is most employers can legally monitor
what you do while working as long as it’s for legitimate
business purposes or they have your consent. If you
decide to engage in personal activities during business
hours, you will usually do so at your own risk,” says
Veldhuizen.

• A force majeure clause which covers the effect of
suspending the obligations of one or both parties in
certain exceptional circumstances ie: covid, but which
needs to be carefully worded.

• Identify tax consequences;
• Measures to ensure confidentiality of information that
comply with the POPIA;
• Compensation and benefits i.e. office costs - payment
/ contributions towards cellular phones, landlines,
software, hardware;
• Remuneration: salary structure;
• Health & safety at work assessment, including sickness
reporting;
• Consider testing the scheme on a trial basis and assess
whether a “right to revert” clause should be included;

“Don’t get caught with your pants down on contract
negotiations (or when that zoom call goes live, for that
matter) - getting specialist advice when negotiating
new work-from-home contracts is the wise thing to do,”
advises Veldhuizen. The bottom line is that employers
and employees need to work together to make this
really work.

Don't get caught with your pants down
This is somewhat uncharted territory, says Veldhuizen,
but when it comes to revising contracts to facilitate
working from home, he emphasises the importance
of employer and employee buy-in. The balance of
convenience will usually favour the employer, but an

PJ Veldhuizen (BProc, LLM, MBA)
is a Corporate & Commercial
Attorney (Insolvency & Business
Rescue), Arbitrator & Mediator at
Gillan & Veldhuizen Incorporated.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Tapping
into mental

health

Business leaders are having to
dig deep to exercise resilience
and navigate these tough times.
Yet it is also vital to focus on
employee mental health awareness
in the workplace. Your business's
productivity levels and your
bottom-line may depend on it.
Do you lie awake at night, because of worry? Stress and
anxiety can take its toll on you, especially now during
lockdown. If not addressed, the longer term effects can
possibly have far more damaging repercussions both in
your personal and work life.
You may find yourself being more edgy or irritable,
less sociable or approachable and distracted by worry.
As a result, you may have neglected certain roles and
responsibilities, which could be a cause for concern. It is
thus important to understand and reflect on what keeps
you awake at night.
- Is it because of health concerns? or
- Is it due to financial strain and how you are going to
pay your bills at the end of the month? or
- Is it possibly your fear of losing your job or your
business? or
- Is it because you cannot cope while working from
home and home schooling, as a parent?
Whatever your reason, it is important for you to
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recognise your causes of stress and anxiety, in order
to manage them. Leaving this unresolved could have a
compounding negative affect on your overall wellbeing,
health, your work performance and your personal
relationships, amongst other effects.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) indicates that,
“workplaces that promote mental health and support
people with mental disorders, are more likely to reduce
absenteeism, increase productivity and benefit from
associated economic gains”. According to the World
Health Organisation (WHO), an estimated 264 million
people suffer from depression globally. This was noted
as one of the leading causes of disability, with many of
these people also suffering from symptoms of anxiety.
Depression and anxiety disorders have cost the global
economy an estimated amount of US$ 1 trillion each
year in lost productivity, based on a recent study,
conducted by the WHO.
Know that you are not alone in having to deal with
mental health problems, right now. As business leaders
it is thus vital for you to focus on employee mental
health awareness in the workplace. Your business
productivity levels and your bottom-line depends on it.
What can you do to help your employees manage their
mental wellness with the workplace?

1. Management buy-in
Research shows that there is a correlation between
promoting mental wellness and productivity and
absenteeism in the workplace. The leadership of

the organisation should thus see the importance of
promoting mental wellness and the benefits of having
programmes like these in place.

2. Create awareness
Create awareness about the management of stress,
depression and anxiety within the workplace and coping
strategies at an individual level. Help employees also
to identify their stress or anxiety triggers and how to
deal with them effectively. Raise awareness amongst
Management and employees, to also break the stigma
that is associated with mental illnesses or disorders.

The World Health Organisation
(WHO), indicates that,
'workplaces that promote
mental health are more likely to
reduce absenteeism, increase
productivity and benefit from
associated economic gains'.

6. Communication, in light of the current
COVID-19 pandemic
Be sure to communicate to your team about the
following, to help address possible staff concerns.
For example:
• Business updates relating to your business
sustainability.
• Coronavirus updates to address fears around your
employee’s personal safety and contracting the
Coronavirus.
• Awareness tips to help staff handle their concerns
linked to their children’s wellbeing or other family
members due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Handling finances in tough economic times.

7. Resources
There are many free articles available online that could
be researched and shared with your staff via email or on
your notice board to address particular concerns.
Examples of resources could be articles on the
following topics:
• Managing personal finance in times of crisis.
• Maintaining a healthy lifestyle in difficult times.

3. Distinguish between what you can
and cannot control
Allow the employees to reflect on what is within
their control and what is not, so that they can take
appropriate action.

4. Find support
Talk to your team about mental health and the
importance of seeking help if they are not coping.
Encourage your employees to find support or go for
counselling if needed. They could for example call,
the South African Depression and Anxiety Group, also
known as SADAG for assistance.

5. Offer flexibility
Having flexible working hours could possibly assist
an employee. Ask your team if this would help their
situation and offer this where reasonably possible.

• Working from home as a parent.
• Managing stress, depression and anxiety.
• Improving relationships with team members or
co-workers.
• Managing relationships at home.
• Coronavirus updates.
Having mental wellness programmes in the workplace
has proven benefits. Now that you are aware of them,
I trust that you will take the appropriate action to
support your employees, on their road to Mental Health.
Good luck!
Terine Lott-Cupido is the
Managing Director at EmpowerLink
Services, a Human Resources
consulting company focused
on small business. Visit
www.empowerlinkservices.co.za.
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LAST WORD

Navigating the malaise
How to keep your people and
your business culture alive as the
lockdown stretches on, and on...
Most of the country is feeling fed up. People want
to see their families and friends, they want to
live their lives, and they want to be free from the
constant weight of the COVID-19 pandemic. It’s a
difficult place to be, emotionally and intellectually,
as the restrictions continue to hold in light of rising
numbers and risk.
For leaders, this is becoming a problem. There
are more than a few mental health issues that
accompany the constant drone of the virus, and
people are losing focus and interest. And this is
completely understandable.
Nobody knows where they are in the pandemic.
Is this the middle of the road? Is this the end?
Or are we still somewhere at the start? It’s
overwhelming and people are losing their impetus.
Now is the time to provide people with the
inspiration, support and corporate culture that they
need to keep going, to work hard, to innovate and
to thrive. Now is the time to provide the kind of
support and guidance that your employees need so
they can keep going through this difficult time.

The first step is to put mental wellbeing at the
front of the conversation. People worry that they

appear weak or that they aren’t as good as their
colleagues if they’re having a hard time, so take
this concern away. Make it clear that people handle
crises differently and that no one way is better than
the other, and give people access to information
and support services that they can use to overcome
any mental stress they may be feeling.
This can come in multiple forms. You can share
information from reliable sources that offer
mental health and wellbeing guidelines. These
can include the World Health Organization – they
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have created a dedicated page of resources to help
people manage stress and wellbeing. There is also the
Discovery and government’s COVID-19 dedicated
mental health website. Put these into company emails,
on noticeboards (if you’ve staged a semi-return to work),
in newsletters and different forms of communication.

The second step is to embed mental wellbeing across
how you approach work and life balance in the
business. It’s very easy to enjoy the access to employees

at 10pm at night, because the lines have been so
suddenly and sharply blurred, but this isn’t fair on them.
Or you. While the regulations do uphold the need for set
working hours, many companies are taking advantage of
the lack of traffic and commute and hard home deadline
and abusing the time employees have at home. If your
company is a culprit, now is the time to stop. Not only
does this put immense pressure on people to be always
on/always ready, but it seriously affects performance
and engagement over the long term. Draw clear lines in
the sand, and keep them there.

The next step is to practice what you preach and to
put your own work/life balance under scrutiny.

A leader who sits at their desk 24/7 without rest or
respite is setting a bad example. Employees will feel that
they have to mimic this in order to gain approval, or they
will feel the stress of waking up to the 10 emails sent at
2am on Sunday night.
A leader that includes themselves in the wellness
mandates, that works to actual work weeks, that
manages their hours and clients more effectively, is a
leader that will embed this culture into the company.
It may seem impossible now. You can’t even begin to
finish the To Do list from Wednesday (it’s Friday), so how
are you supposed to knock off after eight hours? The
answer lies in effective time management tools, saying
‘No’ a lot more, and being committed to changing how
your company, and you, define deadlines.
These practices – hard won, for sure – will create a
culture that’s more capable of adapting to changes in
pressure and workload, and that’s far less stressful.

Now is the time to provide
people with the inspiration,
support and the business
culture that they need to keep
going, to work hard,
to innovate, and to thrive.
Lead by example, and the example right now needs
to be about balance.

Finally, be transparent and connected. Transparency

has become a commodity in the pandemic. People are
remote. They don’t see other employees or leaders
regularly. They’re not sure about what’s going on in
the background. The office watercooler is empty.
This is creates yet another layer of uncertainty for the
employee. But this is one thing you can remove from
your company. Be transparent about change, about
new investments, about clients leaving, about other
employees leaving, and everything else in-between.
If people feel connected to what’s going on, they are
more engaged and more productive. If people feel that
their work is the one constant in a sea of change, they
will cling to it with commitment and determination.
So, to inspire employees and ignite their confidence and
passion during this complex time, make your business
the least complex place to be. Make it the place where
they feel valued and heard, where their work has visible
meaning and where they can go to simply be normal
again.

Chris Ogden is MD of RubiBlue
and author of 'Build a business.
Plug the gaps. Know when to fail.'
Visit: www.rubiblue.co.za.
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